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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Functions-based classification of records is the development and use

of a classification scheme based on what an organisation does, its

functions and activities (BS ISO 15489-1, 2001a; Canada, Library

and Archives Canada, 2004a). This approach is also referred to as

functional classification (Schellenberg, 1956) or business

classification (Kennedy & Schauder, 1998).

Before the 1990s, records in creating organisations were commonly

classified by subject (USA. National Archives & Record Service,

1956: s.5) and those in archival institutions by organisational

provenance (Campbell, 1941).

In the 1990s there was a move, or encouragement to move, from

subject-based to functions-based systems (Robinson, 1999). The

Australian recordkeeping Standard AS 4390 (1996) gave

prominence to functions-based classification by defining

classification as “The process of devising and applying schemes

based on the business activities which generate records…” (AS

4390-1). This approach gained additional impetus and publicity in

2001 with the publication of an International Standard on records

management BS ISO 15489 (2001a) which adopted a similar

approach to classification.

The Australian Federal government adopted and promulgated widely

a methodology (DIRKS) for developing effective recordkeeping

systems based on the principles of AS 4390 originally developed by

the State Records Authority of New South Wales. At the centre of

this approach was functions-based classification (Australia, National

Archives, 2001).
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The functions-based approach was supported by then Public Record

Office in the UK (now the National Archives) particularly in the

context of managing electronic records (United Kingdom, Public

Record Office, 1999). It has also been supported within the

Canadian and New Zealand governments (Canada, Library &

Archives Canada, 2004a; Hurley & Symondson, 2002).

Recent records management textbooks in the UK and Australia were

promoting functions-based classification as the only or main means

of classifying records (Kennedy & Schauder, 1998; Parker, 1999a;

Shepherd & Yeo, 2003).

1.2 Issues

However, there is little evidence that the theory has been

convincingly validated in practice. There are increasing reports of

records management practitioners experiencing significant

difficulties developing and implementing such an approach

(Sanderson & Robinson, 2000; Todd, 2003; Tough & Moss, 2003;

Bedford, 2003). The issue has caused “…division, not to say strife…”

in the records management community” (Hurley & Symondson,

2002).

1.3 Aims & Objectives

The aim of this research is to answer the question:

Is the approach to records classification, based on a

functional analysis of the business creating the records

(functions-based classification), a practicable one?

In brief, is the approach soundly based in theory and practice?
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This main research question is supported by a number of subsidiary

ones:

 Is there a clear agreed statement about what constitutes a

functions-based classification?

 Do records management practitioners clearly understand what

a functional classification is and how it can be used?

 What are the benefits and disadvantages of a functions-based

classification, in theory and in practice?

 Is there a practicable methodology for developing and

implementing a functions-based classification?

 Are any changes needed to improve the practicability of

functions-based classification approach?

The specific objectives of the research are to:

 Critically examine the theory of functions-based file

classification

 Explore real world examples of functions-based file

classification

 Compare the theory with the real world examples

 Draw conclusions and develop proposals.

1.4 Records and archives

The researcher supports the view expressed by, amongst others,

Jenkinson (1937), Maclean, (1962) and Horsman (1999) that the

words records and archives are interchangeable. However, many

practitioners and much of the literature use the words in a way that

is clearly distinguishing records in the custody of an archival

institution (archives) from those in the custody of the creating body

or its successor (records) and therefore both will be used in this

dissertation. It is hoped that the meaning, whether restricted or

inclusive, will be clear from the context.
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1.5 Verbal Arguments
A number of key terms used in the literature of functions-based

classification, including function, activity and process are used in

different places to mean different things. This has led to

misunderstandings and argument, not just in the records

management literature.

“What we must get away from is the idea which in
some form or other is very commonly held, often
unconsciously, that words have an essential, real
meaning if only we can discover it… It is…a sensible
and useful thing to do to compare what a word is used
to mean in different connexions and to observe what
these meanings have in common…We may find when
we study the uses of a word in various contexts that
they are so various, that it is used to mean so many
different things by different people in different
connexions, that as a tool for thinking or
communication it is not always very effective.”

(Emmet, 1968: pp. 24-25)

Karl Popper (1972) writing about philosophical issues of knowledge

expressed the view that it was a waste of time to argue about the

meaning of words such as knowledge:

“If challenged about whether a word one uses
really means this or perhaps that, then one should
say: ’I don’t know, and I am not interested in
meanings; and if you wish, I will gladly accept your
terminology’ …what we are really interested in are
factual problems …problems of theories and their
truth.” (p. 310)

This research will try to examine both how the words are used and

the underlying issues or problems.
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CHAPTER 2 RESEARCH METHODS

2.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the introduction, the aims of the research are to

understand what functions-based classification is in theory, the

experience of it in practice and whether it is a practicable method of

classifying records. The research has therefore focussed on what

has been written on the subject, the views of experts and the

experience of records management practitioners.

2.2 Methodology

Meeting the aims of the research involved gaining an understanding

of “…meanings, beliefs and experience” and these are “… better

understood through qualitative data” (Wisker, 2001: p. 137). A

primarily, but not exclusively, qualitative approach was therefore

adopted.

The techniques used to obtain data relevant to the research topic

were a review of the literature, a Delphi study to obtain the views of

experts and a questionnaire survey of records management

practitioners in Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom (UK).

The use of more than one method to gather data on a topic is an

important aspect of qualitative research. This so-called

‘triangulation’ of methods with different strengths and weaknesses

produces different perspectives and can give more confidence in the

data obtained (Denscombe, 1998; Singleton & ors., 1988). ‘Each

technique addresses a different aspect of the phenomenon” (Kane &

Brun, 2001: p. 108). Links between material in the literature and

the data gathered from the samples of experts and practitioners

was made possible by putting statements and postulates from the

literature to allow the groups to comment.
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The use of a case study was also considered and initial planning

undertaken. This approach could provide valuable in-depth data

about the variety of responses to developing and attempting to use

such classification schemes. They:

“…[allow] the researcher to concentrate on a specific

instance or situation and to identify, or attempt to

identify, the various interactive processes at work”

(Bell, 1999: pp.10-11)

However, the literature review and emerging data from the expert

and practitioner studies indicated such a wide range of attitudes and

approaches to functions-based classification that it was considered

that a single case study in a single country could distort the

research findings. The case study was therefore abandoned.

Both samples (expert and practitioner) were purposive (Singleton et

al, 1988). They were selected from the community of experts and

practitioners in the field being studied. As with most such sampling

the selection depended in large part on “…the goodwill and

availability of subjects” (Bell, 1999: p.127). However, although the

samples were relatively small (23 and 25 respectively) they come

from a small population and represented “important sources of

variation in the population” (Singleton et al, 1988: p. 153). These

variations related in both samples to country of work. For the

experts it included their backgrounds as reflected in Table 2-1 and

for the practitioners, size of organisations in which they worked.

However, both groups were predominantly working in or had a

background in the public sector. In addition there is a strong

emphasis in much of the records literature on public sector or highly
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regulated organisations. This is likely to mean that any conclusions

and generalisations will have more relevance for this sector.

Resource constraints meant that the views and opinions of general

users of functions-based classification systems were obtained only

indirectly, through the practitioners.

The researcher used a reflective, inductive approach to the analysis

of emerging data analysis. This allowed him to ‘ground’ emerging

theories:

“…in experience, observation and practice … and build
up some theoretical concepts and hypotheses from
there” (Wisker, 2001: pp. 187-8).

Employing this paradigm, in the words of Strauss & Corbin (1990):

“One does not begin with a theory, then prove it,
rather one begins with an area of study and what is
relevant to that begins to emerge” (p.20)

This approach, as opposed to the deductive approach commonly

used in the natural sciences, is justified because human beings do

not react to their environment in the same way as physical objects:

“…‘persons experience the world, whereas things
behave in the world’…Human action has an internal
logic of its own which must be understood in order to
make action intelligible” (Laing quoted in Gill &
Johnson, 1997: p.35).

Coding (i.e. sorting and categorising) of the data is “…a key process

in theorizing from field data…” (Singleton & ors., 1988: p. 318). In

the development of grounded theory categorisation codes are

developed not before the research but from the field data (Ibid.).
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Analysis was carried out by constantly examining and comparing

the emerging data, allowing “…patterns to unfold or emerge” (Kane

& Brun, 2001: p. 289). This constant comparative method meant

that the researcher had to, “… always attempt to find another case

through which to test out a provisional hypothesis” (Silverman,

2001:p. 238). For this reason the comments and assessments of

the data subjects were regularly re-examined.

2.3 Literature Review
A key part of the research was a review of the literature on the

subject in English. There is general agreement that a critical

literature review is an essential part of almost any research project

(Bell, 1999; Hart, 1998; Wisker, 2001; Blaxter, Hughes & Tight,

2001).

“… without it you will not acquire an understanding of

your topic, of what has already been done on it, how it

has been researched, and what the key issues are.”

(Hart, 1998: p. 1)

The literature review covered three main areas:

 Research methods

 Classification generally, to provide context to a review

examining…

 Functions-based classification.

2.4 Questionnaires
Both the expert and practitioner studies involved the use of

questionnaires to obtain the research data. Questionnaires appear

deceptively simple to design (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Low, 1991).

Guidance was obtained from, in particular, Oppenheim (1992) but
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also others (Bell, 1999; Wisker, 2001; Blaxter, Hughes & Tight,

2001).

The expert’s questionnaire and to a lesser extent the practitioner’s,

contained a number of statements that had been made about

functions-based classification drawn from the literature. The

wording of these ‘attitude statements’ was checked in an attempt to

avoid misunderstanding and lack of clarity and to make them

“meaningful and interesting …to the participants” (Oppenheim,

1992: p. 179). To enable comparative analysis, recipients were

invited to record their level of agreement or disagreement with the

statements using a Likert scale. Attitudes have depth and intensity

(Oppenheim, 1992) and a simple statement of

agreement/disagreement would not capture this.

To obtain more in-depth data on the opinions of experts, a free

comments field was appended to each statement. It was

considered important to obtain this unstructured data to obtain

richer feedback from the participants. In the event, the

respondents made a great deal of use of the free text comments

fields. The total comments made by the experts alone amounted to

over 20,000 words. The free text responses were also coded where

possible. However, the diversity of comments meant that use of

coding was limited.

Before finalising the questionnaire it was piloted with two volunteers

and their comments used to make modifications.

2.5 Delphi Study

The literature review made it clear that expertise in the theory and

practice of functions-based file classification is not limited to one
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country. There is particular interest and activity in Australia,

Canada and the United Kingdom. Expert opinion appeared to be,

sometimes subtly, divided on this topic. To explore the views of

these geographically widespread experts the ‘Delphi method’ was

selected. It has been defined as:

‘…a method for structuring a group communication
process so that the process is effective in allowing a
group of individuals, as a whole, to deal with a
complex problem.” (Linstone & Turoff, 1975, p 3)

The Delphi was developed in the Rand Corporation in the 1950s for

use, ‘in the military and industrial fields’ (Buckley, 1994: p158).

Although, Delphi was first used for forecasting, it has been used

subsequently as a means of obtaining expert views on complex

problems.

In the view of Linstone & Turoff (1975), ‘…there are few areas of

human endeavour which are not candidates for application of

Delphi’ (p. 3). They state that it is not the subject area that

determines whether Delphi is appropriate and provide a list of

characteristics that could suggest considering a Delphi:

 The problem does not lend itself to precise analytical

techniques but can benefit from subjective judgements on a

collective basis

 The individuals needed to contribute to the examination of a

broad or complex problem have no history of adequate

communication and may represent diverse backgrounds with

respect to experience or expertise

 More individuals are needed than can effectively interact in a

face-to-face exchange

 Time and cost make frequent group meetings infeasible
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 The efficiency of face-to-face meetings can be increased by

supplemental group communication process

 Disagreements among individuals are so severe or politically

unpalatable that the communication process must be refereed

and/or anonymity assured

 The heterogeneity of the participants must be preserved to

assure validity of the results, i.e., avoidance of domination by

quantity or by strength of personality (“bandwagon effect”)’.

(Linstone & Turoff, 1975, p.4)

With the exception of the penultimate item on the list, all of these

reasons appeared relevant to the current area of research.

Using the Delphi approach allows the researcher, at relatively low

cost, to obtain the views of experts from widespread locations

removing many of the pressures of face-to-face contact mentioned

by Linstone & Turoff. It also allows participants to review and

modify the opinions and information that they have provided

(Williamson, 2000).

In a ‘classic’ Delphi, using pen and paper methods, several rounds

of iterative discussion are employed. Feedback from an initial

questionnaire is digested and fed back to the panel of experts who

may then modify or confirm their views. Further rounds of

discussion may follow (Williamson, 2000). Consensus is not a

necessary outcome (Turoff & Hiltz, 1997). A computer-based

approach was adopted because it would obviate postal delays

relieving the constraints imposed by the research time scales. It

was also considered likely to be more convenient to users. Members

could join in when they wish and only contribute to those aspects

they feel best able to contribute to (Turoff & Hiltz, 1997). Finally

receiving electronic data made analysis less time consuming.
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The Delphi method has already been used in the area of information

science. Buckley (1994) describes several uses in the area of

librarianship. Although he does not use the word Delphi, Meijer

(2001) appears to have used many aspects of the method to

investigate, ‘…the opportunities and risks of the use of different

ICTs in public administration for the availability of records for

accountability’.

The selection of ‘experts’ needs to be carefully managed not least to

guard against ‘illusory expertise’ in the area being researched

(Linstone & Turoff, 1975). Meijer (2001) selected his experts:

‘…on the basis of membership of international
committees, participation in international conferences,
publication of reports and articles on electronic records
management, and their involvement in projects in the
field of electronic records management.’ (p. 365)

It was decided to adopt a similar approach during this research. The

criteria established were that the experts should be in one, or

ideally more, of the following categories:

a. Present or past academics in the field

b. Present or past members of archival institutions with

experience in the area of classification

c. Authors of professional published works and/or contributors to

records management or archives journals

d. Experienced and respected consultants in the field

e. Members of national or international Standards committees

relating to records and archives.
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Thirty-six experts were contacted; most by email. They came from

Africa, Australasia, Europe and North America. The researcher had

previously had personal or professional contact with sixteen

members of this sample. Three did not respond to the initial email,

one asked for more details and then made no more contact, two

people declined to participate because they were no longer directly

involved in this area of work and one declined because of the

pressures of work. Twenty-nine (81%) agreed to take part in the

study and were sent Round-1 questionnaires. Twenty-three (68%)

actually participated. The participants came from Australia,

Canada, The Netherlands, The United Kingdom and the United

States.

An analysis of the sample against the selection criteria appears in

Table 2-1.

Criteria % of

sample

meeting

criteria

Present or past academics in the field of records 35%

Present or past members of archival institutions with

experience in the area of classification

30%

Authors of professional published works and/or

contributors to records management or archives

journals

87%

Experienced and respected consultants in the field 57%

Members of national or international Standards

committees relating to records and archives

17%

Table 2-1: Composition of Expert Group by criteria

The majority of the expert group met more than one of the criteria

as shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2.1 Proportion of experts meeting one or more
criteria

9% (5)

0% (4)

17% (3)

61% (2)

13% (1)

1

2
3
4
5

Figure 2-1: Proportion of Experts Meeting Sample Criteria

One interesting aspect of Delphi is that contributors are normally

anonymous in order to promote opinions being freely expressed and

avoid peer pressure (Buckley 1994). However, anonymity is not an

essential element (Turoff & Hiltz, 1997) and it has been suggested

it could lead to a detrimental lack of accountability for what is said

(Williamson, 2000). A promise of anonymity was used in part to

promote free expression but also since it was felt this might

encourage expert participation. One participant during the first

round, Jeff Morelli, said that he wanted any comments he made

ascribed to him if they were quoted. His anonymity was preserved

during the course of the Delphi but others were told that he had

asked for this to be done at the end. No one else made a similar

request. There was no indication from the subsequent responses of

them being tainted by lack of accountability.

The approach employed was as follows. An initial email was sent to

the selected group of experts (see Appendix B). Those experts who

agreed to participate were sent a Round 1 questionnaire (Appendix

C). This was a Microsoft Word document, which used its electronic
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forms functionality. This allowed the use of check boxes and drop-

down lists and expandable free-text fields

As completed Round 1 questionnaires were received a PDF copy was

created to ensure that if the data in the electronic form was

accidentally altered a control copy was available. A hard copy

version was printed and held as back up. The data was entered into

an Excel spreadsheet. The Likert Scale attitude responses were

coded before entry. The coding allowed the numbers of responses

to each to be totalled and percentage proportions calculated. It also

allowed filtering of the data by attitude. The free text comments

were coded where appropriate. In addition the free text was

captured in the spreadsheet. This facilitated direct comparison of

comments when filters were applied, for example by attitude

responses or by Country.

Analysis of the responses took place after Round 1 and at the end of

the process; this included synthesising views and differences of

opinion. The responses were also analysed in relation to the users

background, including country, to identify any patterns. Feedback

was provided to allow respondent to confirm, amend or supplement

their views or the researchers synthesis.

Two questions were not clear to a large number of the group and

clarification was issued.

The feedback and a small number of questions for clarification or

comment were issued as Round 2 of the process. Eight people

responded. Two clarified small points of detail. The remainder

commented on the feedback or clarified the meaning of their

original response. There was negligible change from the original

responses.
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The Delphi was terminated at this stage.

2.6 Practitioner Study
There appeared to be little structured data available on record

manager’s real world experience of functions-based classification.

To obtain information, questionnaires were used. This method was

considered appropriate partly because this aspect of the research

was seeking facts and opinions and questionnaires are appropriate

to obtain such data (Denscombe, 1998). An additional reason was

that to obtain a broad and balanced range of data it was planned to

obtain data from practitioners outside the UK and interviews would

therefore be difficult or expensive. The sample was drawn from the

population of records managers who had practical experience of

functions-based classification. Because the literature indicated that

this approach was being applied particularly in Australia, Canada

and the UK it was decided to limit the sample to these three

countries.

A provisional list of record management practitioners who had

practical experience of functions-based classification was drawn up.

This consisted of individuals either known by the researcher to meet

the criterion or who had publicly stated (in the literature, on List

Serves or at conferences or presentations) that they had practical

experience of this approach.

In the United Kingdom fifteen records managers who were thought

to have undertaking work in this area were approached. Of these

nine (60%) took part.

A fortuitous visit to Australia during the research allowed the

researcher to ask delegates attending the 2004 conference of the

Records Management Association of Australasia (RMAA) and the
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Australasian TRIM™ User Forum 20041 for volunteers willing to

participate in the research. Twenty three originally agreed to

participate. Fifteen of these (65%) actually took part. One of the

experts sample volunteered to complete practitioner questionnaires

in respect of two organisations in which they had worked.

In Canada the sample was selected from lists of email addresses on

websites of Canadian chapters of the Association of Records

Managers and Administrators. The response rate in this case was

extremely low. Of 47 emails sent out only one questionnaire was

returned (2%).

The full sample size was therefore twenty-five. Response rates to

questionnaires are notoriously low, even where the respondent is

known to the researcher (Blaxter & others, 2001).

The questionnaire (Appendix D) was an electronic document

prepared using the forms functionality of Microsoft Word™ and sent

and returned by email. Details of the user’s country of work and

the number of records managers and general users in the

organisation were requested to permit comparison of data. It was

wrongly thought that the number of general users would be the

number of employees in the organisation and therefore an

indication of size. When it was clear that this was not the case, a

supplementary question was asked. Organisations ranged in size

from under 100 to over 10,000.

2.7 Researcher
The researcher had worked in records management for over twenty

years and had direct experience of the use of functions-based

1 TRIM is an electronic records management software developed by Tower
Software.
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classification. A researcher always has an impact on the research

based on their personal knowledge and perceptions (Checkland &

Scholes, 1990). This awareness enabled the researcher to take

care that his particular worldview did not distort any aspects of the

research design and analysis. However, “It is easier to acknowledge

the fact that bias can creep in than to eliminate it altogether” (Bell,

1999: p. 139).

2.8 Ethical Issues
The research complies with Northumbria University’s statement on

ethics. Participants were informed of the background of the

research and the researcher, the purpose of the research and the

use that would be made of their data to allow them to give informed

consent to participation. The questionnaires and the email inviting

participation contained statements guaranteeing confidentiality and

anonymity. This was maintained throughout the research.
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CHAPTER 3 CLASSIFICATION

“From the day when a man first assembled documents and records
of any kind or form, men have been interested in ways of
arranging them… systematic grouping, that is to say classification,
lies at the base of every well managed life and occupation.”
(Maltby, 1975, p.15)

3.1 Introduction

T.R. Schellenberg, US National Archivist in the 1950s, expressed the

view that “Classification is basic to the management of current

records” (1956: 52). In Australia in the same year, Ian Maclean,

who was later to strongly influence the development of modern

Australian recordkeeping (Upward, 1994), wrote that classification,

“…is the foundation of the study of modern records administration”

(Maclean, 1956: p. 17). However, until relatively recently,

classification received scant coverage in the records management

literature. There was more likely to be extended discussion of

systems for physically arranging records as described below.

Indeed, it has been suggested that records managers have

misunderstood and misused the term classification (Acton, 1986;

Sanders, 1989; Upward, 1994).

3.2 What is classification?

Classification, in the sense of grouping things systematically, has

been described as a basic human activity (Bowker & Star, 1999;

Chan, 1994; Maltby, 1975). The origins of systematic classification

are claimed to lie with Aristotle and his:

“ classical theory of categories … a category was like
an abstract container with things either inside or
outside the container …the properties the things inside
the container had in common were what defined the
category” (Taylor, 1999: p.174).

The Oxford English Dictionary (1989) defines classification (in the

sense relevant to information and records management) as, “The
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action of classifying or arranging in classes, according to common

characteristics or affinities” (Vol.III, p.283). A class is defined as,

“A number of individuals (persons or things) possessing common

attributes, and grouped together under a general or ‘class’ name…”

(p.279).

Classification was also defined in the OED to mean the classification

scheme itself. Aristotle’s theory included this element; the

categories forming a classification scheme were arranged

hierarchically. This hierarchy ‘descends’ from the general to the

specific (Taylor, 1999). A classification scheme has also been

described simply and graphically as:

“…a set of boxes (metaphorical or literal) into which
things can be put to do some kind of work –
bureaucratic or knowledge production.”

(Bowker & Starr, 1999: p.10)

3.3 Types of Classification Scheme

Classification schemes have been divided into two broad types

namely hierarchical and faceted (Chan, 1994; Hunter, 2002).

In hierarchical schemes, the ‘world’ covered by the classification

(Bowker & Starr, 1999: p.10) is progressively analysed into classes

and sub-classes. The relationships can be graphically illustrated in

a tree structure. Each class or sub-class can be allocated a

‘notational symbol’ that will allow the concept or item being

classified to be represented by a ‘shorthand’ code (Hunter, 2002).

Chan (1994) described the basic stages in creating a hierarchical

classification scheme:

 Deciding on a the relevant property or characteristic
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 Identifying top-level classes using that principle and looking at

actual objects that are being covered by the classification

 Establishing relationships between classes

 Analysing intra-class distinctions to identify sub-classes and

sub-sub-classes;

Faceted schemes, a more recent approach, do not depend upon

hierarchical relationships. A faceted classification scheme is

developed by identifying the main characteristics or ‘facets’ of the

subject area or ‘world’ being classified. The important aspects of

each of those facets are listed and a notation applied to each. This

can be done by a ‘bottom-up’ process (Chan, 1994; Rowley &

Farrow, 2000; Hunter, 2002).

Simple illustrative examples of hierarchical and faceted

classifications are given in Appendix A.

An element of synthesis can be “grafted on” to otherwise

hierarchical schemes by various methods such as providing,

“…auxiliary tables of terms [such as geographical terms] that may

be applicable throughout the [classification] schedules” (Hunter,

2000: p. 59).

3.4 Properties and Principles
The properties of an ideal classification scheme have described by

Bowker & Starr (1999) as follows:

 Each system should be based on a single classificatory

principle

 The classes should be mutually exclusive

 The system … [provides]… complete coverage of the “…world

it describes” (p.10)
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However the authors state that they have never seen a system that

fully meets this apparently simple ideal.

Rowley & Farrow (2000) suggest that the single classificatory

principle should be applied at each level. In other words all classes

should be based on the same principle and each sub-class by the

same principle but possibly different to the class,

“Failure to observe this principle …reduces the
predictability of the system and can lead to cross-
classification…” (Ibid. p.196)

3.5 Why classify recorded information?
Librarians and information scientists have put forward a number of

reasons for classifying recorded information:

 To allow items to be arranged logically on shelves in order to

o Help users identify and locate items

o Group related items together so that users benefit from

related items being co-located

 To allow a link to be created between items on shelves with

entries in a catalogue or index

(Maltby, 1975; Chan, 1994; Rowley & Farrow, 2000)

Classification schemes are intended to reduce the number of items

one has to search by what Booth & South described as a “…variety

reduction process” (1982: p.32). The same authors sounded a note

of caution when they went on to describe classification as

potentially an, “…information-losing process” (Ibid.). They

illustrated this with an example:

“…in telephone directories where information is
classified according to subscriber, information regarding
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the inhabitants of Barchester High Street is concealed
and scattered.”

(Booth & South, 1982: 33)

3.6 Classification of records and archives
Most of the above comments are drawn from the considerable

library science literature on the subject of classification. The

distinguished US archivist Margaret Cross Norton writing in the

1940s expressed the view that classifying records is more difficult

than classifying books:

“The librarian has only to fit the books he is
classifying into a preconceived scheme, but the
archivist has to construct his classification scheme
anew to fit the different types of records kept by each
department” (Mitchell, 2003: 91).

In 1956 the US National Archives and Records Service defined

classification in a glossary of ‘records terminology’ as:

”(1) Act of creating a scheme of classes, in some
logical order, to which records may be referred. (2)
Act of assigning records to their places in such a
scheme. (3) The scheme when created. Classification
usually involves a set of symbols (numbers, letters or
abbreviations) that correspond to classes and sub-
classes and are affixed to the records classified in
order to identify them.” (1956: p.5)

The then head of the US National Archives, T.R. Schellenberg, wrote

in the same year in some detail about the classification of records in

creating organisations. He set out five principles of classification,

which in fact contained eight elements:

 Classes should be established only after records are created

 Each level in a classification should be consistent, (“Thus if

the primary classification is by functions, all headings at that

level should be functions…”.)
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 Class titles should be chosen with care to reflect clearly the

functions, activities or transactions

 Classes should be mutually exclusive

 If titles are unclear or if classes are not mutually exclusive,

scope notes (filing instructions) should be used

 Separate classes should be created for facilitative and

substantive functions

 Important records relating to policies, procedures or

classes should have separate classes, which should be

broken-down in sub-classes. If this cannot be done

these records should be flagged

 Classifications should be periodically reviewed and kept up-to-

date

(1956: pp.63-64)

This did not, judging from the literature, appear to have a

significant impact on records management practice. In the United

States, the term ‘filing system’ is used to include classification

(USA, National Archives and Records Service, 1956; USA, National

Archives, 1966; ARMA International, 1989; Bellardo & Bellardo,

1992). In much of the records management literature the term is

used predominantly to describe physical arrangement of files and to

only a lesser degree classification as defined above (Leahy &

Cameron, 1965; Place & Popham, 1966; Benedon, 1969; Lovett

1969; Johnson & Kallaus, 1982; Diamond, 1983; Ricks & Gow,

1984, 1988; Penn, Pennix & Coulson, 1994). In these works often

lengthy descriptions of file arrangements are given, frequently using

complex alphabetic, numeric or chronological sequencing.

Classification, where it is discussed, is usually based on subject or

on geographical location. In describing subject ‘classification’, the

identification of relationships between subjects, a necessary feature

of a classification scheme, are not evident:
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“…a subject file…in which the folders are arranged in
alphabetical order without any special reference to the
subjects that precede or follow a particular subject”

(Benedon, 1969: p.235)

The actual word classification, or its derivatives, is sometimes only

used to signify a sensitivity or security marking (Lovett, 1969;

Benedon 1969).

A few records management works before the 1990s discuss

classification in more detail, including that based on functions.

These are discussed in the following Chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 FUNCTIONS-BASED CLASSIFICATION

4.1 Introduction

Although some works still emphasise physical arrangement of

records (ARMA, 2004) and subject-based classification remains

common (Canada, Library and Archives Canada, 2004b), functions-

based classification has been strongly promoted since the 1990s

(Robinson, 1999). However, the idea that records should be

classified according to business functions is not a product of the late

twentieth century. Writers and practitioners of archives and records

management had used or described this approach in one form or

another for over 100 years.

4.2 Early views on functions-based classification

According to Dr Ernest Posner, writing in 1941 about registry

practice in Germany,

“Since the eighteenth century there has existed a
common agreement that the registry, corresponding
to an agency or to a major division thereof, must
arrange its holdings in accordance with the main
functions of the administrative unit it serves. The
organization of the agency, the assignment of
functions to its divisions, and the main groups of
records must coincide. The registry or the ensemble
of registries reflects the agency with its diverse
activities and is the lasting image of its multifarious
work.” (Quoted in Schellenberg, 1956: 58-59)

Theodore Van Riemsdijk, a 19th Century State Archivist in the

Netherlands, is seen by Ketelaar (1996) as an early proponent of

the value of understanding business functions when trying to

understand records. In 1877 he suggested that archival documents

“reveal their nature and meaning best” when they are “placed in

their natural and original context” (quoted in Ketelaar, 1996: p.33).
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This context was not limited to organisational structure but also to

business functions and procedures.

In the early part of the 20th century archival institutions in the

United States classified records on the basis of subject matter or

type of record (Van Laer, 1910). Van Laer criticised this practice

because the resulting arrangements of records, “fail to reflect the

functions and activities of each body or office…” (p.285). He was

promoting adoption in the USA of the archival ‘Principle of

Provenance’ as the basis of classification. He described the Principle

as,

“…a system of arrangement of public archives
whereby every document is traced to the
governmental body, administrative office or institution
by which it was issued or received and to the files of
which it last belonged” (Van Laer, 1910: 285).

It seems reasonable to infer that he, like Posner considered that

functions and organisational structure corresponded.

Three significant figures in the development of thinking on records

and archives in the 20th Century recognised function as an

important characteristic of records. These were, in the UK, Sir Hilary

Jenkinson and in the USA, Margaret Cross Norton and Theodore

Schellenberg (Jenkinson, 1937; Mitchell 2003; Schellenberg, 1956).

However all, like the earlier writers referred to above, appeared to

consider that organisational structure and business functions were

coincident (Bruemmer, 1997; Cook, 1997a).

Jenkinson, in the first edition of his Manual of Archive

Administration, stated that, “… the only correct basis of

Arrangement is exposition of the Administrative objects which the

Archives originally served…” (1922:p. 80). He also wrote:
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“…Archive series must always refer into to some

Administrative Function, because without it they

themselves would never have come into existence”.

(1937, p.111)

However, in the same work he stated that the procedure for

determining arrangement should be based on a study of the

“history and organization” of the body that held [the records] (p.98)

and later made clear that he considered that the highest level of a

hierarchical classification (what he termed a Class) should

correspond to “…the division of office work which produced it”

(Jenkinson, 1943: 201).

Norton, Illinois State Archivist between 1922 and 1957, was and

remains an influential figure (Jimerson, 2001). In an article on

classification written in 1939, she stated that the top level of a

classification scheme should be the agency or department,

“…which made the archives part of its record… Within
departments there is a subclassification by
governmental function represented, not by subjects.”
(Mitchell, 2003: 90).

However, like Jenkinson, who she admired greatly (Jimerson,

2001), she appeared to consider that organisational units coincided

with business functions. In a paper presented in 1940 she wrote

that, “Archival classification is based upon departmental

organization…” (Mitchell, 2003: 106). In the same paper she

famously stated that, “It is a rule in government that records follow

functions…” (Mitchell, 2003: 110). This insight, that during a

restructuring of government agencies what is transferred between

agencies are functions and the records relating to those functions

inspired a later generation who embraced functions-based
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classification and ‘macro-appraisal’ (Cook, 2001a). However,

Norton was giving her aphorism as a reason why records should be

classified on the basis of “the present administrative

organization…”, providing more evidence that she considered that

government agencies were always organised along functional lines.

Schellenberg, the US National Archivist from 1950-1961 had a

considerable influence on records and archives management

(Cappon, 1970). He considered that records could be classified by

function, organizational structure or the subject matter of the

records (Schellenberg, 1956). However, in his view,

“… records, as a rule, should be classified according to
function. They are the result of function; they are
used in relation to function; they should therefore be
classified according to function” (pp.62-63)

He described a hierarchical classification of what an organisation did

using the terms ‘Functions - Activities - Transactions’ (F-A-T) to

label the layers (see Figure 4-1).

Figure 4-1: Schellenberg’s F-A-T Model (from Schellenberg, 1956: p.55)

He considered that the classification should separate the

‘substantive’ activities of an organisation from the ‘facilitative’ (or
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administrative) activities and ‘policy’ transactions from ‘operational’.

Transactions usually relate to people, organisations, places or

topics, e.g. events. He clearly recognised the importance of

classification by function but like earlier writers considered that:

“The organization that is given an agency is usually
determined by the purposes or functions it is designed
to accomplish” (Schellenberg, 1956: p. 55).

The result of this widely held view that organisational structure and

business functions were virtually synonymous was that in archival

institutions, “…an analysis and description of the structure of

organisations became the main focus of archival work” (Wickman,

1999: p. 117) and records in archival institutions were generally

classified by reference to organisational structure (Campbell, 1941).

It is perhaps not surprising that these writers assumed a close

relationship between organisational structure and function. This

was at the time a common form of arrangement within businesses

(Thomas, 1994) and organisational structures were more stable

than at the present time (Cook, 1997a). More recent organisational

structures are far less likely to be closely matched to functions

(Samuels, 1994; Thomas, 1994; Handy, 1999).

A fundamental shift in viewpoint had appeared among a few

American archivists in the late 1930s and early 1940s. Writing in

1940, but apparently having spoken on the topic earlier (Dartmouth

College Library, 1997), Helen L. Chatfield, Archivist for the US

Treasury, stated that the basis of records classification should be

business functions rather than organisational structure. Unlike

these earlier and some later writers she saw a significant distinction

between organisation and function:
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“If we really go back to the source of archival documents,
we must go beyond the unit of organization in an agency
to function, for the unit of organization is merely an
instrument for the performance of function. If several
units of organization work together in the attainment of a
single objective, the records they engender should be
regarded as a unit in the organization scheme.”
(Chatfield, 1940:99)

Like Van Riemsdijk she considered that an understanding of

functions is a necessary part of understanding records.

Also in 1940, another US archivist, Dr Edward Campbell, gave

evidence on classification by function to the Finding Mediums

Committee of the US National Archives (Ross, 1989). This

Committee was established in 1940 to study “finding mediums and

other instruments for facilitating the use of records …[including]

classification schemes …” (USA, National Archives, 1940a).

Campbell, then an assistant classifier in the National Archives, gave

oral evidence to the Committee (USA, National Archives 1940b) and

presented a written submission (USA. National Archives, 1940c). In

this document Campbell questions,

“…the assumption that all documents must be
arranged under the administrative unit of the
government which created or last made use of it”.

He pointed out that creating a classification scheme based on

organisational structure required a great deal of preliminary study

of administrative history. In his view this was inappropriate

because the way people actually work and create records does not

always neatly follow planned organisational structures. He also

suggested that users would need the same high level of

understanding of organisational histories as the compilers of the

classification before they could locate records relevant to their

research. He suggested that these difficulties would be overcome if
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a functional approach to classification were adopted. The following

year he published an article closely based on his written submission

(Campbell, 1941).

The work of the Finding Mediums Committee led to the adoption of

the ‘Record Group’ concept rather than a functions-based approach

(Hamer, 1942). This classification based on organisational structure

was widely adopted in the US and Canada (Bearman & Lytle, 1985).

It was used also in Australian archives but was already being

questioned in the 1960s (Scott, 1966). Even earlier Maclean, after a

working visit to the United States, wrote that records managers

should be classifying, “…actions rather than …information”

(Maclean, 1959: p. 403).

The views of Chatfield and Campbell therefore did not appear to

influence the archives approach at that time in the US. Campbell

died in 1988, a time when his proposal, “… was gaining recognition

as an article that was nearly half a century ahead of its time” (Ross,

1989: p.269).

4.3 Functions-based classification after the 1950s

It has been suggested that following these early advocates of

functions-based classification there was a loss of interest in the

functional approach until the mid-1980s when functional analysis

was used in the projects described below (Bruemmer, 1997).

However, the topic received brief mentions (Evans, 1966; US

National Archives, 1966: s. 7). Indeed Campbell’s ideas were

described as “the most important” proposals that had been

advanced to deal with the classification of US archives (Evans,

1966).
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In the 1980s several projects were undertaken to use analysis of

business functions to develop logical models of the functions of an

organisation or discipline for appraisal and collection purposes.

In 1983 the Institute of Archives of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) carried out a research study concerning the

records of modern science and technology. This was an early

example of what came to be known as ‘documentation strategy’

(Samuels, 1991: p. 125; Cook, 1997a: p. 32). The purpose of such

strategies is to ensure that an adequate archival record of a

particular area is retained and involves study and analysis of what a

business or area of activity does and what records should be

produced followed by collection of appropriate records (Samuels,

1991). The MIT study was addressing immediate problems relating

to the records of science and technology but was also used to

examine appraisal theory and practice in general (Haas, Samuels &

Simmons, 1986).

The group published a generic guide for archivists (Haas, Samuels &

Simmons, 1985) structured around a classification of the activities

and processes that are actually carried out within modern science

and technology.

Personal &
Professional

Activities

Administration
of research &
development

Research &
Development

Dissemination

Scientific &
Technological

Activities

Modern Science
& Technology

Figure 4-2: High Level Processes in the disciplines of Science & Technology (After Haas, Samuels
& Simmons, 1985)
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High-level processes (Figure 4-2) are broken down into lower level

activities. For example, Administration of Research & Development

is broken down into establishing research priorities,

funding/allocating resources and staffing. These are then further

decomposed.

Subsequently, a closely-related approach was taken in relation to a

specific type of institution, ‘High-Technology Companies’

(Bruemmer & Hochheiser, 1989). Like the MIT work this was based

on analysis of functions. The analysis produced a list of seven top

level ‘business functions’. These were serially arranged modelling a

simplified process flow:

 Planning

 Basic research

 Research development

 Production

 Marketing

 Sales

 Product support & enhancement

Each function was further decomposed into a number of activities.

In another related piece of work, a member of the MIT group

published an analysis of the functions and activities of higher

education establishments, again intended as an appraisal guide

(Samuels, 1992). The high-level functions were linked to what she

identified as the three missions of such establishments. These are

illustrated in figure 4-3.
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Figure 3-2: Functions of Higher Education. Reproduced from Varsity Letters (Samuels, 1992:20)
with the permission of the Society of American Archivists, www.archivists.org.

Although the documentation strategy approach lost favour it

influenced later work including the advocates of ‘macro appraisal’

an approach which involves appraising records by appraising the

functions of an organisation, or even whole governments, rather

than the information content of the records produced by the

functions (Cook, 1997a). The macro-appraisal approach has been

adopted particularly in Canada (Bailey, 1997) and The Netherlands

with its PIVOT project (Horsman, 1997). Functional analysis was

also recommended as an alternative to traditional appraisal

approaches in Australia (Reed, 1993). In the UK the National

Archives intends to use macro-appraisal, not wholesale, but as an

“aid” to appraisal (Mercer, 2004: p.5).

4.4 Impact on records management

The focus of most of the writers cited above was primarily on

records in relation to their custody in an archival institution. As
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suggested in the previous chapter, records management literature

gave relatively little guidance on classification as a topic and less on

functions-based classification. There is in an apparently isolated

reference in a 1960s textbook suggesting the approach was used:

“In large organizations, functional classifications

similar to subject classifications are used to coordinate

information from different departments. Functional

classifications follow company organizational lines.”

(Place & Popham, 1966: p.16)

Coverage of functions-based classification started to increase in the

1980s. A practitioner’s guide published in the US in 1983

recommended developing a classification system, “…primarily based

on function…what the records are used for and not who originated

them” (Aschner, 1983: p. 31). Another 1980s US textbook also

promoted functions-based classification as the principal approach,

(Robek, Brown & Maedke, 1987).

Newton (1989) in a UK work recommended developing a

classification system using functional analysis with a approach that

uses Schellenberg’s FAT model with the addition of ‘Process’.

Prior to the publication of the Australian Standard, AS 4390-1996,

an Australian textbook briefly mentioned function as one of several

possible bases of classification (Kennedy & Schauder, 1994).

In the 1980s, academics analysing issues raised by the increasing

number of records in an electronic format recognised the value of

linking records to functions as a means of preserving the context

and evidential value of records (Bearman & Lytle, 1985).
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Australian thinking was influenced by Bearman and the

development on the records continuum theory in Australia was

focussed on the primacy of context (Upward, 1996). Upward’s well-

known model of the continuum (see Figure: 3-3) illustrates the

contextual link between a document as record and business

functions and activities.

Figure 3-3: The Records Continuum. Reproduced by kind permission of Frank Upward (©
Frank Upward)

In Australia classification was being seen as more than a means of

filing and finding. It was seen as the core of a system to control

records as evidence. The Director of the State Records Authority of

New South Wales described the following possible uses of

classification schemes:

 Developing thesauri
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 Titling and indexing records

 Records appraisal and disposition

 Storage and handling decisions

 Access control

 Determining what records need to be generated to

document the work of the organisation

(Roberts, 1995a & b).

The 1996 Australian Standard unambiguously stated that best

practice was to base a classification system on business functions

(AS 4390 -1996: Part 1). It even defined classification on this basis

as:

“The process of devising and applying schemes based

on the business activities which generate records,

whereby they are categorised in systematic and

consistent ways to facilitate their capture, retrieval,

maintenance and disposal.”(AS 4390-1:1996)

The subsequent International Standard on records management (BS

ISO 15489-1, 2001a) was based on the Australian Standard.

However, although it embraces functions-based classification it does

not suggest that it is the only way to classify records. It defines

classification as,

“…systematic identification and arrangement of
business activities and/or records into categories
according to logical structured conventions, methods
and procedural rules represented in a classification
system”. (Part 1: section 3.5)

Despite this broad definition, section 9.5 of the Standard states that

“Classification systems … are normally based on an analysis of the

organization’s business activities”. The design and implementation
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methodology for records systems described in Section 8.4 of the

Standard gives clear support for functions-based classification. It

states that a business classification scheme based on a hierarchical

arrangement of business functions, activities and transactions

should be developed.

Since the appearance of the Standards, the Australian Government

has been promoting strongly functions-based classification as a key

component of record keeping systems. (Australia, National

Archives, 2001; 2003b).

The Government of Canada had been promoting a macro-appraisal

approach since the late 1990s and was moving from a subject-

based to a functions-based approach for all public records

(Sabourin, 2001). Their planned cross-government classification

structure is known by the acronym BASCS (pronounced ‘basis’)

which stands for Business Activity Structure Classification System

(Sabourin, 2001; Canada, Library and Archives Canada, 2004a).

In the UK since the late 1990s, the National Archives, formerly the

Public Record Office, had promoted functions-based classification in

relation to electronic records (United Kingdom, Public Record Office,

1999). More recently, particularly because of user resistance, it has

slightly modified its approach and recommends a hybrid approach

as opposed to a pure functions-based approach (Todd, 2003).

Recent UK textbooks on records management promote functions-

based classification as the only (Parker, 1999a) or principal

(Shepherd & Yeo, 2003) means of classifying records.

Parker (1999b) in another work published a detailed and apparently

comprehensive functions-based classification model of Higher

Education Institutes. The top levels differed in several respects
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from those identified by Samuels (1992) when she had analysed the

same type of institution.

The Australian and the International Standards have not made all

records managers or representative bodies adopt functions-based

classification as the only approach. The second edition of the

Australian textbook referred to above, written after the appearance

of AS 4390, recognises functions-based classification but is less

dogmatic than the Standard’s authors. They recognise that records

can be classified by other characteristics, “…such as originating

department, or by the subjects dealt with in the records” (Kennedy

& Schauder, 1998: 113).

The Association of Records Managers and Administrators (ARMA)

recently issued a draft on ‘filing systems’ (the American term

discussed in Chapter 3) which does not mention ISO 15489 (ARMA

International, 2004). This refers to classification as ‘encyclopaedic

subject filing’ (p.11). Functions-based classification is seen as a

type of subject classification and is described in a way that relates

back to early writers on the subject:

“A structured-functional filing system is based upon
organizational structure, functions performed by each
organizational unit, and the processes related to each
function” (p.20)

The ARMA journal recently contained an article on classification,

which contained functional as one of five bases of classification

schemes and gave only a passing reference to the ISO (Bruno &

Richmond, 2003).
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4.5 Methodologies for developing functions-based
classification schemes
Broadly speaking two approaches have been advocated for the

development of a functions-based classification scheme:

 Top-down analysis

 Systems (or process, or business) analysis

(Shepherd & Yeo, 2003)

The two techniques can be used together (Australia, National
Archives, 2001; Shepherd & Yeo, 2003).

4.5.1 Top-Down Analysis
An early example of the top-down approach was the work of the

MIT team looking at the records of science & technology. This

involved intensive research and analysis including background

reading, interviews and discussions and examination of existing

records before identifying high level functions and gradually

decomposing these to lower level activities and processes where

records are actually produced (Haas, Samuels & Simmons, 1986).

The approach has been referred to as functional analysis

(Bruemmer, 1997).

One of the products of the Pittsburgh Records Project in the 1990’s

was a draft tentative methodology for developing a functions-based

classification (Thomas, 1994). This recommended top down

functional analysis and acknowledged the influence of the work of

Samuels (1992) and Bruemmer & Hochheiser (1989). Thomas’s

approach starts with obtaining the organisation’s mission statement

which and “identifying and ranking the functions and activities”.

Thomas’ approach was used in turn as the basis for the

methodology put forward in the Australian Standard, AS 4390

(Robinson, 1999). This methodology, based on a standard project
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approach (Standards Australia, 1996: Part 3), was expanded by the

State Records Authority of New South Wales and was given the

acronym DIRKS which stood for ‘Designing and Implementing

RecordKeeping Systems’ The DIRKS methodology was subsequently

adopted and promoted nationally by the National Archives of

Australia (Australia, National Archives, 2001).

An online Manual describing the eight-step methodology is freely

available (Australia, National Archives, 2001). The first two steps,

A and B, lead to the production a logical hierarchical model of

functions or ‘Business Classification Scheme’. The steps are

relatively light on detail of concerning what the classification

scheme should look like. The method principally involves analysis

of data collected from documentary sources and interviews. It notes

that process analysis, discussed below, is also a useful method of

identifying the detail of what the organisation does but does little

more than provide two references to books on the subject.

4.5.2 Systems (or process) modelling

Systems or process modelling employs techniques developed by

systems analysts (Shepherd & Yeo, 2003). One of the values

claimed for models produced by the techniques is that they,

“…depict precisely when, where and how records creation occurs”

(Bantin, 2001: p.7).

A system, at its most basic, takes an input and transforms it into an

output (Checkland, 1999). This is illustrated in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Simple model of a System

The term process is used here to describe what happens in the

transformation of input to output. Each process is a mini-system

that can be broken down into sub-processes and sub-sub-processes

(Whitten & Bentley, 1998). Rock-Evans (1989) uses process as a

synonym for function or activity. Barry (1993) discussing electronic

records, appears to use it in a similar sense when he described ‘core

business processes’ linking directly to a business’s central purpose

and ‘support processes’ (hiring staff etc). Unfortunately, the word

process is not used only in this sense in records management. A

process has also been described as a grouping of activities cutting

across the vertical hierarchy of functions and activities (AS 5090-

2004).

In analysing a ‘system’ such as a whole business, its work can be

represented by several levels of decomposition. Each process in the

top level could be decomposed and so on until you reach basic

transactions (DeMarco, 1979; Whitten & Bentley, 1998;Rock-Evans,

1989). The processes and sub-process elements have parent-child

relationships.

It is a small step from this to developing hierarchical charts

(Whitten & Bentley, 1998; Rock-Evans, 1989). There appears to be

a clear link between a hierarchical arrangement of processes and

sub processes developed by this means and the hierarchy of

functions and activities discussed above.

INPUT OUTPUTTRANSFORMATION
PROCESS
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Structured systems analysts have well-developed and well-used

(Hughes, 2000) methodologies and techniques to model processes

employing DFDs or Data Flow Diagrams (DeMarco, 1979; Yourdon,

1989; Rock-Evans, 1989). Modelling is carried out from the

perspective of the data (or record) moving through the system

(DeMarco, 1979).

Systems analysts recognise that they are not producing models of

the real world but models that can be used to analyse the real world

(Checkland, 1999).

This analytical approach has been adopted as a technique for

creating functions-based classifications for records. Morelli, based in

the UK, used Yourdon’s techniques to develop a methodology for

developing retention schedules (Morelli, 1999).

Indiana University carried out a large-scale electronic records

project under the direction of Philip Bantin. Phase II was carried

out between 2000 and 2002 (Indiana University, 2002). During the

previous phase they had developed a top-down methodology for

designing new recordkeeping schemes. Bantin was not satisfied

with this methodology and it was reviewed during Phase II. The

revised methodology used the techniques of systems analysts such

as DeMarco (Indiana University Electronic Records Project, 2002).

Bantin considers that these techniques are an “essential skill” for

archivists/record managers (Bantin, 2001: p.8).

The Canadian BASCS approach recommends finding existing

business process models wherever possible or to work with an

expert business process analyst. However, their approach differs

from other systems analysis approaches since they are looking at

sequenced activities (Canada, Library and Archives Canada, 2004c).
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Shepherd & Yeo (2003) present a methodology based on designing

a logical model using a variety of techniques and then designing

classification schemes for a part off, or the entire, organisation (pp.

75-80).

4.6 What do functions-based classifications look like?

Functions-based schemes are generally described and illustrated as

a hierarchical classification of functions similar to Schellenberg’s

1956 model shown in Figure 4-1 (Parker, 1999a; Shepherd & Yeo,

2003). This can either be displayed as a ‘tree’ structure or an

indented list (Shepherd & Yeo, 2003). Alternatively it can be shown

as an alphabetical list with the relationships between levels

indicated by ‘thesaurus’ terminology such as broader term or

narrower term (Australia, 2003b).

The Canadian BASCS also uses a hierarchy but not one based on a

decomposition of functions and activities in the manner described

above. The top level of the hierarchy comprises high-level

functions. The second level is based upon an analysis of the broad

business process that is carried out to fulfil each function. Each

function is viewed as a process and the second level elements of

each function are the steps, in sequential order, required by that

process. Subsequent levels in the hierarchy are decompositions of

the preceding level Each top-level function includes a category

‘comprehensive matters’ to hold records that are cross-cutting and

cannot be classified at a lower level (Canada, Library and Archives

Canada, 2004c).

A distinction has been drawn, in the Australian DIRKS approach

(Australia, National Archives, 2001), between a conceptual map of

the functions of a business, referred to as a Business Classification
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Scheme (BCS) and the practical tools actually used to classify

records. The tools derived from the model are the hierarchical

‘record classification scheme’, also known as a record plan or a file

plan, and the functions thesaurus (Australia, National Archives:

2003 b). The BCS is a pure functions-based classification whereas

the user-facing classification tools can be hybrid and can include at

the third level or below:

“…a mix of transactions, subjects or record types
based on the most appropriate way to title the record
for searching or retrieval” (Australia, 2003b: p. 17).

This distinction between a conceptual model of what a business

does and more pragmatic classification tools appears in the

guidelines published with ISO 15489 (British Standards Institute,

2001b) and in Shepherd & Yeo (2003) but is not ubiquitous in the

literature of functions-based classification. In the UK National

Archives guidance the term ‘Business Classification Scheme’ is used

to describe the classification tools themselves. As with the

Australian equivalent a hybrid approach is supported (Todd, 2003).

In the remainder of this document, the term Business Classification

Scheme or BCS will be reserved for a conceptual model of business

functions.

Shepherd and Yeo (2003) describe a further option that exploits the

functionality of computers. In this approach, the paper paradigms of

folders or files are avoided and contextual metadata from Authority

Lists is added to records to allow a more flexible, virtual, faceted

classification. Whether users would be willing to add the metadata

is open to question.
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4.6.1 Classification tools
As described above the term ‘classification tool’ has been used to

describe the means by which users within an organisation can

classify records, or aggregations of records such as files, against a

functions-based business classification scheme (Australia, 2003b).

The two main tools are discussed in the following sections.

4.6.1.1 Functions thesauri
The term thesaurus is derived from an ancient Greek word meaning

‘a store, treasure, storehouse, treasury. (Oxford English Dictionary

Vol XVII, 1989: p. 923). It has, in the 16th Century, been used in

English to mean a “A ‘treasury’ or ‘storehouse’ of knowledge [such]

as a dictionary, encyclopaedia or the like” (Ibid, p.924). Roget

(1852) used the term to describe a work which grouped words by

the ideas they expressed in order to allow users to find appropriate

words to articulate an idea. In other words he reversed the

approach used in dictionaries (Newton, 2004).

Since the early 1950s the word has also been employed by

information scientists to describe lists of controlled terms used to

index and retrieve document by their subjects (Encyclopaedia

Britannica, 2001). A thesaurus in this sense displays relationships

between terms, which may be:

 ‘equivalence’ relationships (between preferred and non-

preferred terms)

 ‘hierarchical’ relationships (to broader or narrower terms)

 ‘associative’ relationships (between terms ‘closely related

conceptually but not hierarchically’)

(Aitcheson, Gilchrist & Bawden, 1997: pp 47,52, 58)

An international standard for the ‘Establishment and development’

of such subject thesauri exists (BS ISO 2788-1986).
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The term thesaurus has been used in records management since at

least 1978 when the State Records Authority of New South Wales

introduced its Thesaurus of General Administrative Terms (GADM)

(Robinson & Knight, 1998). The use as a classification tool (a

functions thesaurus) came later. A ‘functions thesaurus’ has been

defined as:

“…a list of …broad and narrow terms which reflect the
major functions and activities carried out by one or
several organisations”
(Canada, Library and Archives Canada, 1996: p.24).

Functions thesauri are based on a business classification scheme

(Robinson, 1999). They are a flat representation of the hierarchical

business classification scheme with the relationships made explicit

by indicators derived from BS ISO 2788 (broader term, narrower

term etc). The implementation guide published as Part 2 of BS ISO

15489 stated that a functions thesaurus should be constructed

using ISO 2788 (clause 4.2.3.2).

The thesaurus therefore acts in a sense as an index to the business

classification scheme. Users rather than browse a tree structure

can select any term and are shown its context or position in the

classification scheme (Bedford, 2003).

Functions thesauri, in particular Keyword AAA, are widely used in

Australia. The UK Parliament also used Keyword AAA for classifying

files and it was favourably received (Gibbons & Shenton, 2003).

Keyword AAA was developed by the State Records Authority of New

South Wales (Robinson, 1997).

Keyword AAA covers only administrative terms. The three levels it

contains are top level (Function) terms and middle level (Activity)
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terms derived from a Business Classification Scheme. Each term has

a scope note. The lowest level is reserved for ‘Subject’ terms. The

latter can be used with any activity and are not necessarily

functions-based. They reflect Schellenberg’s ‘with respect to’ in

Figure 4-1 (Robinson, 1997). Users can add to this level such items

as names of organisations, individuals and projects. Ideally it

should be integrated with a thesaurus representing the operational

functions of the organisation (Robinson, 1999). Guidance has been

issued on developing a functions thesaurus for operational terms

(Australia, National Archives, 2003a). As well as its use for

classification, Keyword AAA is used as a controlled language for

selecting consistent folder titles (Robinson, 1999).

The middle, activity, level in Keyword AAA contains two different

types of element, one type is functional, such as ‘recruitment’); the

other is an abstract, generic ‘modifier’ such as ‘policy’ (Bedford,

2003: p.5).

4.6.1.2 Record Plans
A functions-based record plan is a classification displayed in a

hierarchical manner. Particularly when used with electronic

recordkeeping systems it permits users to browse the structure.

The higher levels are similar to those in a BCS, the lower levels may

include subject or topic descriptors (Australia, National Archives,

2003b: p.18). These lower levels may permit the use of case files:

“…a user may wish to keep many activities relating to
a particular case or project on one file, for
convenience and ease of use”.

(Australia, National Archives, 2003b: p. 19)
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The following sections discuss the detail of classifications based on a

hierarchical model either directly as with record plans or using the

alphabetical approach of functions thesauri.

4.6.2 Naming Levels
Schellenberg (figure 4-1) labelled the levels in his model functions-

based classification, Function, Activity and Transaction. The two top

terms in particular have been used in a variety of ways in the

literature. Schellenberg helpfully defined the way he was using

these terms and did not claim that these were the words ‘essential’

meanings (See 1.5 above):

 Function - All the responsibilities assigned to an agency to

accomplish the broad purposes for which it was established.

 Activity - A class of actions that are taken in accomplishing a

specific function.

(Schellenberg, 1956: p. 53)

Functions were therefore the link between the actions the

organisation undertook and its high-level purposes. A similar view

is taken by Parker (1999a).

The Australian Standard (AS 4390-1996) used the same three

labels as Schellenberg. However, the formal definitions of function

and transaction in AS 4390 are:

“[Function] The largest unit of business activity in an

organisation… [Transaction] the smallest unit of

activity…” (AS 4390.1-1996)
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In other words, function and activity are defined in terms of a

hierarchy of activities; function is merely the label for the top level

and transaction for the lowest level and ‘activity’ for the middle

levels.

The Canadian BASCS hierarchy similarly mixes the terms functions

and activities. Function is again a label for the top level but it is not

the highest possible level. It depends on where the analyst thinks it

appropriate to start the classification (Canada, Library and Archives

Canada, 2004 b). Keyword AAA similarly does not use the highest

possible level as the top class level (Robinson, 1997).

BS ISO 15489 uses the three-tier model. However it uses the word

‘function’ without definition implying that it has an essential

meaning distinct from ‘activity’ (Part 2: s.4.2.2.2).

Imprecise use of terms such as function is not just a feature of

records literature; it also appears in business textbooks (Thomas,

1994).

Systems analysts recognised the potential semantic issue and some

have taken steps to negate it. Kristen (1994) avoided the term

activity and used function, sub-function, sub-sub-function etc.

Rock-Evans, in the second edition of her textbook, dropped the

term function and substituted ‘activity’ because:

“In reality, no single word exists in the English
language to describe concisely the concept of ‘what a
business does’, but activity is a better word than
function which is too closely tied in many people’s
minds to user’s jobs and organisation units.”

(Rock-Evans, 1989: p.viii)

A leading US systems analyst agrees:
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“It is too difficult to say with any assurance that some
task or group of tasks constitutes a ‘function’. In fact,
I’ll bet you can’t even define the word function except
in a purely mathematical sense. Your dictionary won’t
do much better – it will give a long-winded definition
that boils down to saying a function is a bunch of stuff
to be done. The concept of a function is just too
imprecise for our purposes.” (DeMarco, 1979: 41-2).

Rock-Evans defines activity as, “…something the business either

does now or wants to do or should be doing” (1989, p.105) and

uses a hierarchy of increasing specificity of activity (for example

“General Activities – Detailed Activities” (p.111).

Bearman (quoted in Thomas, 1994) and Newton (1989)

recommended the addition of ‘process’ to the FAT hierarchy;

Bearman suggested Process was inserted above activity, Newton

suggests below. This is an example of different usage of the term.

As noted above (4.5.2), systems analysts use the term in a way

that is equivalent to a set of activities that could have a parent-child

relationship with a higher-level process.

Both Schellenberg (1956) and Jenkinson (1937) stated that subject

was generally not an appropriate method of classification. It is

generally clear that there is a difference between subject and

function (Hurley, 1993). However, the way the words are used can

confuse the issue:

“Sometimes…[subject] …means function or activity,
sometimes the transaction that is the subject of a file,
sometimes the event about which the department is
taking action, sometimes the abstract subject that is
the subject of documentation…”

(Maclean, 1959: p. 408).
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Hurley (1993) indeed accepted that the distinction is likely to be

less clear at the lower levels of a functional hierarchy.

4.6.3 Number of Levels
Although the Australian Archives guidance suggests that a

conceptual BCS should exist of three levels using Schellenberg’s

Function-Activity-Transaction model (Australia, National Archives,

2003b) they do not suggest a limit for classification tools. Others

too do not put a fixed limit. Writing from a records perspective

Shepherd & Yeo (2003) state that the test is “…whether the work

done so far will provide adequate control of records classification..”

(p. 77).

Yourdon, writing from a systems analysis perspective, considers

that there would normally be from two to eight levels depending on

the size and complexity of the system. He added:

“Be extremely wary of anyone who tells you that all
systems can be modelled in exactly three levels: such
a person will try to sell you the Brooklyn Bridge.”

(Yourdon, 1989: p.168)

DeMarco suggests from two (for “a very trivial example”) to ten
(1979, p.77).

4.6.4 Number of classes

Several works have either described functions-based classifications

with relatively few groups at the top level or recommend this

practice. Both Samuels (1992) in her analysis of higher education

institutes and Bruemmer & Hochheiser (1989) in their work on high-

technology companies described seven top-level functions. A

project analysing the functions of the US Congress described five

(Bruemmer, 1997). Hurley (1993) suggested that three to five

terms should be adequate.
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Systems analysts favour relatively few elements at each level of

analysis for reasons of usability. Yourdon recommends that each

Data Flow Diagram (DFD) contain no more than six processes

(Yourdon, 1989: p. 160). A similar recommendation, this time

suggesting five to nine processes, is given by Checkland & Scholes

(1990). Both note the findings of psychologist George Miller (1956)

who concluded from experimental findings that there are limits on

how much simultaneous information a human can process or make

a choice from. This number was generally found to be in the range,

seven plus or minus two. Chunking information in this way breaks

this “informational bottleneck” (Ibid. p.48). The purpose is to

ensure that the model can be read and understood not only by the

analyst but also by users (Yourdon, 1989)

However, others are either silent on this detail or use more.

Keyword AAA has seventeen top level terms to describe just the

administrative functions of an organisation (Australia, National

Archives, 2002).

4.6.5 Labelling classes and sub-classes

There is no complete agreement on naming conventions. Some

works are silent on the issue.

Structured systems analysts recommend that processes (equivalent

to functions and activities) should be named using, ideally, a single

strong active verb and a specific object (DeMarco, 1979; Yourdon,

1989). Strong verbs are contrasted with:
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“… ‘elastic verbs’ …(verbs whose meaning can be

stretched to cover almost any situation),… [which

indicate]…that the systems analyst is not sure what

function is being performed…” (Yourdon, 1989:

p.158).

Writing directly of records classification, Shepherd & Yeo (2003)

advocate a similar approach or alternatively the inverted form,

“Recruiting staff [or] staff recruitment” (p. 79). However, they

suggest that at the top level of the classification the verb may be

omitted. The citation order of ‘object – verbal term’ may, by putting

the more specific term first, increase usability in certain

circumstances (Exon, 1997).

Examples provided in Step B of the DIRKS manual use a similar

convention (Australia, National Archives, 2001).

Examples illustrating the Australian National Archives own system

show terms that appear to be shorthand for a function or activity

but prima facie could be subjects. Examples are ‘Compensation’,

‘Equipment and Stores’, ‘Advice’ (2003b). Keyword AAA uses some

similarly brief terms but they are supported by scope notes

(Robinson, 1999).

4.7 Benefits of Functions-Based Classification
A number of benefits have been claimed for functions-based

classification. These are described and discussed in the following

paragraphs.

4.7.1 Stability of functions
As has been seen, advocates of this approach from an early stage

expressed the view that a functions-based classification was

preferable to an organisational basis since the former is more stable
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than the latter (Chatfield, 1940; Campbell, 1941). This is linked to

the fact that organisations are frequently restructured or functions

are transferred between organisations. Since in the phrase of

Norton ‘…records follow functions…’ (Mitchell, 2003) a functions-

based organisation of records allows for a smoother transfer of

records to support the reorganised business(es) (Australia, National

Archives, 2003b). Basing a classification on organisational structure

would therefore mean that the classification would probably have to

be restructured regularly (Parker, 1999a).

Although functions are likely to be more stable than organizational

structures, they do evolve and change (Hurley, 1993).

4.7.2 Focussing at corporate level
Developing a functions-based classification scheme allows a records

manager or archivist to gain a full understanding of the organisation

that will in turn support more effective control of records (Samuels,

1991; Shepherd & Yeo,2003).

4.7.3 Ease of classification and retrieval
It has been claimed that it is easier for users to classify records

using a functions-based classification because the classification is

based upon the activities users actually perform. (Canada. Library

and Archives Canada, 2004b). This presumes that the user

understands their activities in the same terms used by the

developer of the classification.

A claimed retrieval benefit is that such a classification should bring

together information related to the same function or activity even if

the functions and activities are scattered across organisational units

(Parker, 1999a). The proliferation of copies of records circulated
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widely across an organisation can also mean that the records

located in an organisationally based arrangement “…poorly

represent…” what the organisation did (Bruemmer, 1997: p. 143).

The functions-based approach may therefore reduce duplication and

scattering of records.

4.7.4 Provision of context to records
Jenkinson wrote, “…archives [records] are an actual part of the

activities which gave them birth…” (Jenkinson, 1947: 237). This

context is an essential element of a record by definition (BS ISO

15489, 2001a;Bearman & Lytle, 1983; Australia, National Archives,

2003b). Linking records to the functions to which they relate

therefore provides valuable contextual information about those

records (Robinson, 1999; Shepherd & Yeo, 2003). Context is also a

necessary part of understanding records (Chatfield, 1940)

Providing context to records is particularly important when the

documents are virtual digital documents (Bearman & Lytle, 1983;

Canada, Library and Archives Canada, 2004b).

4.7.5 Aiding appraisal and disposal
As noted, proponents of macro appraisal, recommend appraising

business functions rather than the records themselves suggesting

that it will allow a better permanent record of the organisation to be

retained (Horsman, 1997). This would also allow records to be

sentenced (i.e. retention decisions taken) at or before the point of

creation - at a macro level based on what the business does

(Wickman, 1999; Australia, 2003b).
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4.7.6 Proactive management of records
It has been claimed that having a functions-based classification

provides a basis for effective general management of records,

“…implemented with a range of other records

management products [it] provides a unified

framework for strategic records management”

(Australia, 2003b: p.9).

Morelli (1999) and Bantin (2001) consider that the development of

conceptual models replaces records surveys. The latter considers

that, conceptual model building could be, “…the primary

methodology for dealing with most of the issues the profession

faces in attempting to manage records in automated environments”

(p.12).

A functions-based classification can also be used to highlight where

records should be created as recognised by proponents of the

documentation strategy (Haas, Samuels & Simmons, 1985). This

would allow records managers to identify what records should be

created in order to satisfy the evidential requirements of the

organisation (Wickman, 1999).

4.7.7 Other Benefits
The International Standard claims a number of other benefits for

functions-based classification schemes (BS ISO 15489, 2001a:

clause 9.5.1). This are presented as unelaborated statements

claiming that functions-based classification provide benefits because

they:
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 Provide linkages between individual records which accumulate

to provide a continuous record of activity

 Ensure records are named in a consistent manner over time

 Help determine security protection and access appropriate for
sets of records

 Support allocation of user permissions for access to, or action
on, particular sets of records

 Help distribute responsibility for management of particular
sets of records

 Help in distributing records for action’

4.8 Issues with functions-based classification schemes

Fundamental discussions about whether a functions-based approach

should be preferred to a subject-based classification still occur, even

in Australasia (Hurley & Symondson, 2002)

Usability is seen as a significant issue with functions-based

classification schemes particularly for non-specialist users. As

Bruce Symondson stated, “For recordkeeping, the best theory is no

help if people can’t apply it” (Hurley & Symondson, 2002: p.25).

Despite the prominence given to this approach there have been few

publicised examples of functions-based file classification that have

been successfully implemented. Records managers have raised

issues about difficulties in developing such systems and about end

user resistance, even in Australia (Tough & Moss, 2003). An

Australian case study found usability issues with a functions-based

classification (using Keyword AAA):
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 In only 52% of cases did users manage to identify the

‘correct’ top-level function to classify a document

 Users found difficulty distinguishing between functions

 Search terms preferred by users were based on subject

(43%) rather than function (8%) or activity (20%)

 Experienced records managers did not get better results than

inexperienced users

(Calabria, 2004)

Robertson (2004) also writing in Australia stated that because of

user resistance a number of organisations have moved away from a

functions-based approach to classification by client, project or

geographical location. As has been seen from the literature review,

functions-based classification tools can support client and other

‘instance’ files. It has indeed been suggested that such ‘instances’

of an activity or transaction are in fact logically justified in a

functions-based classification (Hurley & Symondson, 2002;

Shepherd & Yeo, 2003).

One strong supporter of functions-based classification considers that

the subjectivity in creating classifications creates problems, “The

people who devise them think that they are logical and easy to use,

but the people who use them see things differently” (Parker, 1999a:

p.23). A related point was made by Hurley (1993):

“Is it our task, by observation, to discover and

delineate what is there or to artificially construct an

orderliness which is not real?” (p.211).

The UK National Archives guidance on classification, although

promoting the functions-based approach suggested several

weaknesses including their view that , ‘…a strict functional approach
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will not support case files well’, and also the view, presumably

based on feedback from their government client-base that, ‘…users

do not understand and like [functions-based file plans] because

they are difficult to use’ (Todd, 2003).

Sanderson & Robinson (2000) considered that the difficulties are

related to changing people’s behaviour. In introducing electronic

records management, they found that the system:

‘…fundamentally challenges the way people were
thinking about their documentation with the
movement from an organisation-based classification to
a functions-based classification … [the] challenges are
ongoing.’

Usability issues probably go deeper than has been so far considered

by records managers. Research has supported the idea that users

do not like to adopt ‘logical’ strategies for finding information

(Barreau, 1995; Barreau & Nardi, 1995). Quan et al (2003),

investigating the human-computer interface, suggested that, “Many

users …are not willing to expend the effort to classify files” (p.2).

Another issue has been that significant time and resources are

required to carry out an effective analysis of functions required to

construct such a classification (Bruemmer, 1997).

Keyword AAA has been subjected to particular criticism. It has been

criticised because it is not a thesaurus in the generally understood

use of that term (Exon, 1997; Shepherd & Yeo, 2003; Newton,

2003). More specifically it has been criticised, by referring to ISO

2788, to be claiming inaccurately to be the same type of thesaurus

(Exon, 1997). The State Records Authority of New South Wales

provided a detailed response to Exon’s criticisms stating that

Keyword AAA was never intended to comply fully with the ISO
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Not everyone was happy with the developments (Robinson &

Knight, 1998).

Bedford (2003) described what he considered to be a structural flaw

in Keyword AAA. A middle (activity) term can relate to several

broader and several narrower terms. However when some of these

narrower and broader terms are linked together by a common

middle term the ‘chain of terms does not make sense. Barbara Reed

has called this the ‘loss of context’ problem (Ibid. p.4). A BCS or

record plan avoids this because it “preserves the context of the

terms by presenting the entire classification string” (Ibid.). Bedford

chairs a Standards Australia sub-committee examining this and

related issues (Australian Archivists, 2004).
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CHAPTER 5 EXPERT OPINION

5.1 Introduction

The expert group were presented with a series of statements and

were invited to record the extent of their agreement or

disagreement. They were also given the opportunity to comment

freely on each statement. Except where indicated, there was no

significant correlation between views and country of work.

5.2 General Issues

The first set of statements was about general issues and the levels

of agreement/disagreement are set out in Table 5-1.
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Statement A1: ‘A system based on an
analysis of an organisation’s business
functions and activities is the only effective
way of classifying records.’

35% 48% 9% 9% 0

Statement A2: ‘The primary purpose of
classifying records is to facilitate the
location of records when they are needed.’

4% 35% 22% 30% 9%

Statement A3: ‘The primary purpose of
classifying records is to provide context to
individual records and aggregations of
records.’

39% 30% 13% 17% 0%

Statement A4: ‘A functional classification
should allow users to separate policy
records from operational ‘case’ records.’

35% 48% 13% 4% 0%

Statement A5: ‘A functional classification
should separate records of facilitative
activities from records of the substantive
activities of an organisation’.

43% 35% 22% 0% 0%

Statement A6: ‘It is essential to use scope
notes for each element in a classification.’

30% 39% 17% 13% 0%

Table 5-1: Responses to Delphi Statements about general issues
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A large majority (83%) appeared to agree or strongly agree that

functions-based classification was the only effective way of

classifying records (Statement A1). However, from their

comments, those who disagreed were challenging that this was the

only effective way of classifying records. A number of those who

agreed or strongly agreed stated that although this was generally

the most effective way of classifying records it was not the only

effective way. Taking these comments into account half agreed

with the statement and half disagreed.

In round 2, one participant expanded on their earlier response

stating that it was the only effective way for establishing the

provenance and significance of the documents.

Three of the experts made the point that functions-based

classification facilitates long-term management of records.

However, the needs of users to access information will require other

classifications or views to be available.

The responses to statement A2 were equally balanced between

agreement and disagreement. From the comments the majority of

those who agreed that retrieval is the primary purpose of

classification were suggesting that it is only one purpose among

several. Those disagreeing generally raised the same issue.

Therefore the majority disagree that it is the primary purpose.

Those disagreeing or neither agreeing nor disagreeing were just

contesting the term ‘primary’.

A majority (69%) considered that provision of context to records is

the primary purpose of classification (A3). Comments made by

those agreeing included the point that classification did not provide

all contextual information and that context is not an end in itself,
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“…it enables appropriate controls to be applied…”. Once again, those

disagreeing or neither agreeing nor disagreeing were just contesting

the term ‘primary’. Six people stated that context was not an end

in itself it allowed the application of controls and increased

understanding. One noted that a record has multiple contexts.

Statements A4 and A5 were taken from Schellenberg (1956) who

said that a functions-based classification should separate policy

from case records (A4) and facilitative from substantive (A5). Large

majorities agreed with both statements.

In relation to A4 several people commented that there was a need

to cross-refer policy and case records and that there may be

organisations where policy making is a negligible feature. Two

experts stated that another method of identifying these records

should be applied so that records relating to the same function are

classified together. One person disagreeing with the statement

stated that this is not the role of functions-based classification and

that “…it would be dangerous to assume that it confers inherent

significance on one type of record as opposed to another.”

The point was made by seven members of the Group about

statement A5 that a classification by function should in any event

separate these types of record. Although no value judgements

about relative importance appeared in the statement, three people

who agreed or neither agreed nor disagreed made the point that it

must not be assumed that facilitative records were by their nature

less important.

Although 69% agreed with statement A6 about the need for scope

notes, most people said they were not necessary for every element.

Three said they were mainly required for the higher levels because
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a records classification is unique to an organisation. In round 2,

following the feedback, one member commented on the former

point expressing the opinion that the need for a scope note

depended not on level but whether there was a need to ‘avoid

potential ambiguity’. Those 28% disagreeing and neither agreeing

nor disagreeing challenged the word ‘essential’ so it appears most

experts had a similar viewpoint.

5.3 Approaches and methodologies

Section B contained statements about approaches and

methodologies for creating functions-based classifications. The

responses appear in Table 5-2.
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Statement B1: ‘Before developing records
classification tools such as record plans or
functional thesauri it is essential to develop
a conceptual model of an organisation’s
functions and activities.’

74% 17% 4% 4% 0%

Statement B2: ‘A top-down ‘decomposition’
of the high-level purposes and functions of
an organisation is the most effective way
of identifying the function/activity structure
of an organisation.’

35% 48% 17% 0% 0%

Statement B3: ‘Mapping and analysing
business processes is the most effective
way of identifying the function/activity
structure of an organisation.’

26% 26% 22% 22% 4%

Statement B4: ‘A proven methodology
exists for developing a functional records
classification.’ (i.e. it has produced a
classification scheme that has gained the
acceptance of those who are required to
capture records)

13% 26% 30% 26% 4%

Table 5.2: Responses to Delphi Statements about methodologies
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An overwhelming majority (93%) agreed, most strongly, that it is

essential to create a conceptual model of business functions before

classification tools such as record plans or thesauri (B1). Five

people made the point that the value of this conceptual model was

potentially far more than the creation of classification tools. It

should be used as,

“…the primary source of authority for other control
tools, such as retention and disposal, security and
user permissions, distribution …”

Another commented that a model helped to, “avoid getting ‘bogged

down’ in detail”. One member of the group agreed generally but

stated that it was not always essential to map the whole of an

organisation if one had to limit oneself to working on only a part.

A point made in disagreement was that it could be a waste of time

to do this in if the only outcome of the effort was the production of

a very similar classification tool such as a record plan. Countering

this viewpoint another stated that the conceptual model acted as

“…the primary source of authority for other control tools…”. It can

be, “…changed without fundamentally disturbing the other tools…”.

Statements B2 and B3 were seeking comments on whether either a

top-down decomposition or a process analysis were the most

effective means of identifying the functional hierarchy. Nearly half

indicated they were both highly effective. One described them as,

“…nested analyses”. Agreeing with this several people stated that a

top-down approach must be tempered by some degree of bottom-

up analysis, to verify the analysis against the real world. On the

same point, two others stated that anyone undertaking such

analyses should always keep in mind how records would actually be

used.
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The majority of those disagreeing with B3 stated that processes

often cut across functions and therefore starting from such an

analysis would not lead to a model of functions and activities. One

considered that the distinction is that a function is the ‘what’ and a

process the ‘how’. This lack of common agreement on how the

word ‘process’ is used in this context will be likely to have affected

the responses and the researcher should have clarified how the

word was being used. Four people stated that process analysis was

very time consuming. One, possibly for these reasons, sampled

processes to validate a top-down analysis. Morelli said that in his

view a process was a set of sequential activities that were

repeatable (e.g. workflows). This distinguishes them from functions

which are “ a means of achieving a business objective and …not

necessarily embodied in a firm series of sequential steps”.

Only a minority (39%) agreed with the statement (B4) that a

proven methodology exists. Most who did agree mentioned DIRKS

but only three of these made an unqualified claim that it was a

proven methodology (only one of these three was from the home of

DIRKS, Australia). One expressed the view that there was “room to

improve the quality and quantity of [DIRKS] support advice and

documentation”. Another Australian, undecided, stated that DIRKS

had “…worked in some instances (but by no means all). The

successful adoption …requires much work with …the record

creators…”. This element of managing change is discussed further

below. In round 2, one participant questioned whether any

methodology could be proven absolutely, adding that they had used

several methodologies that ‘worked in the circumstances of the

case’.
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Jeff Morelli said that the method he used based on Yourdon’s

systems analysis techniques produced a model of functions and

activities that was then validated by users. He said that this had

worked well in practice.

Those disagreeing tended to question whether any methodology

was proven in the sense that it had produced classification tools

that had a high level of user acceptance. One stated that there are

some common steps involved but that “Methodology implies far

more rigour than is actually the case … ”. Two of these considered

that insufficient thought had been given to the management of

change issues. One wrote,

“The methodology … should not be confined to
identifying functions and activities. There is a wider
issue of buy-in and changing work methods, which is
critical. People have to see a benefit in using the
system and it can’t be so complicated and inflexible
that they struggle to implement it.”

One person, saying that they were not aware of a proven

methodology wrote,

“…I sometimes wonder if there aren't some very old,
very traditional and also very successful classification
schemes 'out there' somewhere that might have
adopted the functional approach without even calling it
that.”

5.4 Hierarchical Classification Schemes

Section C sought views on conceptual models (Business

Classification Schemes) and classification tools such as record plans

that were displayed as hierarchical ‘tree’ structures. The responses

appear in Table 5-3.
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The majority of the Group (56%) agreed or strongly agreed with

Statement C1 that a hierarchical functions-based classification

scheme was an effective user-friendly means of classifying records.

However, all but one of these attached caveats to their response.

These included the points that the system needed to be as simple

as possible, expressed in terms meaningful to users and also that

the latter were given adequate training. Those who did not agree
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Statement C1: ‘A hierarchical record
classification system based on business
functions is an effective, user-friendly tool
for classifying records.’

17% 39% 26% 13% 4%

Statement C2: ‘The highest level terms of
a record plan or BCS should relate directly
to an organisations mission and purposes’.

30% 39% 26% 4% 0%

Statement C3: ‘The highest level of a
record plan or BCS should contain no more
than 7 to 10 terms’.

13% 30% 17% 26% 13%

Statement C4: ‘There is an ideal number of
levels for a record classification scheme or
BCS.’

9% 22% 22% 35% 13%

Statement C5: ‘Successive levels in a
functional classification should be
consistent and mutually exclusive’.

30% 39% 26% 4% 0%

Statement C6: ‘It is acceptable to use non-
functional terms (subject, project, client
etc.) at the lower levels of a record plan or
BCS.’

30% 52% 4% 9% 4%

Statement C7: ‘Terms describing work
processes should be included in a record
plan or BCS.’

9% 43% 48% 0% 0%

Table 5-3: Responses to Delphi questions about hierarchical classification systems
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generally questioned user-friendliness. Two members of the latter

group considered that such a scheme should not be exposed to the

general user. One suggested that for the user some degree of

automatic classification or user-focussed grouping together with a

simple ‘Google™ Desktop’ like retrieval tool would make functions-

based classification less of a “burning issue”.

Judging from some of the responses, statement C2 was carelessly

drafted. What it was meant to imply was not that mission and

purposes should form the top level of a scheme but that the top-

level classes should directly link to mission and purposes.

Sixty-nine percent agreed with the statement. However, several

respondents expressed the view that such a level is too high to be

of practical use. The point was made by two respondents that

mission statements are often “airy-fairy”. An example provided was,

“…‘To deliver excellence’ …difficult if not impossible to translate into

sensible business functions”. In round 2, one member of the Group

agreed that mission statements were often ‘unhelpful’ but

stated that it was for the analyst to ‘devise a more objective

statement’ just as they do with the labels for classification groups.

Another 2nd round respondent added the comment that other

resource areas survived by demonstrating a link to the mission and

strategic priorities of the organisation. The same link should be

seen to exist in relation to information resources; a reason to relate

them in the BCS. Yet another round 2 respondent stated that it was

objectives that were the ‘crucial element’ and that these link to the

mission ‘otherwise the mission is nonsense’.

Only 43% agreed that the number of top-level classes should be

restricted to 7-10 (C3). Comments made included the suggestion
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that having more than 10 becomes unmanageable and that it

enforces clarity of thought (Morelli).

Two people suggested that one could not be dogmatic about this

issue. Four people who disagreed with the statement considered

that there should be as many as required, one stating that limiting

the number led to vague terms. One person disagreed with the

statement because they considered 7 was too many and that, “My

hunch backed up by quite a lot of practical experience is that the

average organisation (which does not exist of course) has about 5

functions…”.

The feedback on round 1 noted the 7+/- 2 ‘rule’ of the psychologist

G.A.Miller (1856). One participant stated that this should influence

what was viewable by users at any one time but not restrict terms

in the classification scheme as a whole – if more are needed then

more should be provided. Two people agreed to a round 1 feedback

question asking if the limit would be acceptable if applied separately

to operational and facilitative activities. One other disagreed.

Less than a third agreed with statement C4 that there was an ideal

number of levels for a classification scheme. Most of these

suggested numbers in the range three to five. One commenting in

round 2 expressed the view that a record plan to be comprehensible

and usable should not exceed five levels whilst this limit need not

apply to the BCS. Several cited usability as a key factor in limiting

the levels. One suggested a very flat single level. Several of those

disagreeing stated that it depended on circumstances. Including

those who made such comments in the ‘neither agreed nor

disagreed’ category, this represented the majority view.
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Over two thirds agreed that levels on a classification scheme should

be consistent and mutually exclusive (C5). The point was made that

this could be difficult to achieve.

A large majority (82%) agreed or strongly agreed that non-function

terms should be used at lower levels of a record plan or BCS (C6).

However in round 2 two participants made it clear that their

agreement did not extend to the BCS. Judging from the comments

most of these saw this as a pragmatic compromise to get user buy-

in and several only agreed reluctantly so presumably they were also

describing the user-facing record plan rather than the BCS. One

described this compromise as “messy”. Another, in round 2, argued

the need for compromise, ‘If a record plan is to be a useful tool, it

must be able to be used by people in the organisation – not just

those associated with recordkeeping’. The 13% disagreeing thought

that there should not be a compromise in this area.

Just over half agreed that terms describing work processes should

be included (C7). The remainder were undecided. Several people

who agreed added the comment that it should only be done where

useful. Several others expressed the view that processes were

crosscutting across a ‘vertical’ decomposition of functions and

activities and suggested that there was a need to link processes but

probably not directly include such terms in the record plan/BCS. As

with statement B3, the way the term ‘process’ is used affected the

responses.

5.5 Functions Thesauri

Section D contained statements about thesauri. The responses are

set out in Table 5-4. Some comments made elsewhere about

thesauri are added here.
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Statement D1: ‘A functional thesaurus is
an effective, user-friendly tool for
classifying records.’

13% 35% 30% 9% 13%

Statement D2: ‘Despite the
recommendations of ISO 15489-2, ISO
2788 is not an appropriate guide for
developing a functional thesaurus’.

17% 22% 61% 0% 0%

Statement D3: ‘A functional thesaurus
should be used with, to act as an index to,
a hierarchical record classification system’.

30% 30% 26% 9% 4%

Table 5-4: Responses to Delphi Statement about functions thesauri

Half of the group agreed with statement D1 that a thesaurus was

an effective classification tool. All countries were represented in

this set. Most made no comment, however a few qualified their

support (“If it is well designed and user friendly”; “If it is well

constructed and presented”; “If properly designed and used as an

aid to retrieval rather than a burden”). A third were uncommitted.

Of these, two Australian experts described recordkeeping thesauri

as user-unfriendly. Several of these questioned the use of the word

thesaurus to cover classification tools such as Keyword AAA. In the

feedback from round 1, the question was posed whether the term

thesaurus should be abandoned to avoid [semantic] arguments.

Three participants responded agreeing. One added that they

considered that this was not just to avoid arguments but to avoid

confusion since library-type thesauri may have a role to play in

records management systems. One suggested ‘Functional keyword

index’ as an alternative.
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One person stated that thesauri were, “…essential to guide people

to the right terminology [covered in D3] …[but] … should never

appear to users in their current … format”.

Several of the 18% who disagreed or strongly disagreed expressed

similar reservations. It was seen as a weaker way of representing a

hierarchical relationship because the relationships were not “hard

wired”. Another wrote, “Unless the full context of the path back to

the top term is maintained, then it is not really effective.”

All respondents from Australia and three others agreed or strongly

agreed with statement D2 that ISO 2788 is not an appropriate

guide for developing such a thesaurus. One agreed but suggested

that some of its conventions may be useful in developing

recordkeeping thesauri. Most of the Group (59%) neither agreed

nor disagreed, with half of these stating that they had no

experience of using ISO 2788.

D3 stating that a thesaurus should be used as an index to a

hierarchical classification received more support than the others in

this section (60%). Several of those who agreed suggested that a

records management thesaurus was a more user-friendly way of

locating appropriate classification terms than the BCS from which it

is derived because it allowed a way in to the terms at any level.

Three people stated that effective classification schemes should be

self-indexing. One, who agreed, added the comment that a

hierarchical classification may not be the right approach, “Given the

weaving of terms and the repetition and contextual nature of the

way we use classification”.
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5.6 Naming Practices

Section E contained two statements about naming conventions.
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Statement E1: ‘There is an effective
convention for naming the elements/terms
in a functional classification system’.

9% 26% 17% 39% 4%

Statement E2: ‘There is no user-friendly,
practicable, definition of the levels in a
functional hierarchy (for example of the
terms ‘function’, ‘activity’ and
‘transaction’).’

35% 35% 17% 9% 4%

Table 5.5: Responses to Delphi Statements about Naming Practices

Only 35% agreed with E1 that there was an effective convention for

naming the terms in a functions-based classification. However, this

group did not all agree on the convention. Three of those who

agreed suggested the convention:

‘Action term – Functional subject noun’

(e.g. ‘Recruiting Staff’) or

‘Functional subject – Action term’ (e.g. Staff recruitment).

Another proposal (by someone who disagreed that there was an

effective convention) was:

Agent-Action statement – function topic- target/audience

One person said that they used conventions adopted from ISO

2788. They did not provide detail but the Standard states inter alia

that “Verbs expressed as infinitives or participles should not be used
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alone as indexing terms. Activities should be represented by nouns

or verbal nouns” (section 6.2.4)

Two considered that Keyword AAA was appropriate one adding

‘not.. in all circumstances’. The ‘DIRKS’ approach was liked by one

person and strongly disliked by several others. One person

disagreeing wrote,

“This is one area where there seems to be a lot of

variation in practice. The terms should be action terms

that use plain English and avoid jargon as far as

possible. The terms should also be "future-proofed" as

far as possible and meaningful both to internal users

and external stakeholders.”

Three of those disagreeing commented in various ways that people

use the same term to mean different things and different terms to

describe the same thing.

Nearly three quarters agreed or strongly agreed with statement E2

that there is no user-friendly practicable definition of the levels in a

functions-based classification. One person, who neither agreed nor

disagreed, stated that simple rules are needed but that, “… we need

to understand the issues in some detail and complexity before we

can write the simple rules.” Another person who neither agreed nor

disagreed suggested that the terms are relative, “…What is one

organisations function is another’s activity”.

Jeff Morelli, who strongly disagreed with the statement, commented

that,
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“The terms ‘function’, ‘activity’ and ‘transaction’ imply
that there are only three levels …possible (or
desirable). In fact there may be many more levels…”.

One who disagreed considered that one could come up with

workable definitions but considered that users could become

obsessed with semantic concerns about the meanings of the terms

‘functions’ and ‘activities’ rather than concentrating on the parent-

child relationship. Several others, who agreed with the statement

had also mentioned this issue and recommended neutral terms,

such as level 1, level 2 to indicate a decomposition of functions.

5.7 Benefits

A list of thirteen benefits that had been claimed to result from the

use of functions-based classification was given in section F of the

questionnaire. Some of these were quoted from ISO 15489, others

from elsewhere in the literature. The responses appear in Table 5-6.
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Benefit F1: ‘Functions tend to be more
stable than organisational structures’

87% 13% 0% 0% 0%

Benefit F2: ‘Because records are created as
a by-product of business activities, users
will find it easy to classify records
according to functions and activities.’

30% 26% 22% 22% 0%

Benefit F3: ‘Decisions on retention be
based on the relative value of business
functions and will allow a better permanent
record of the organisation to be retained.’

39% 39% 9% 9% 4%

Benefit F4: ‘Records can be sentenced (i.e.
retention decisions taken) at the point of
creation - at a macro level based on what
the business does.’

43% 39% 9% 9% 0%
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Benefit F5: ‘A functional classification can
be used to highlight where records should
be created.’

43% 35% 13% 9% 0%

Benefit F6: ‘When an organisation is
restructured or a work is transferred to
another organisation it is normally a
function that is moved. If records are
organised functionally it is easier to
transfer them.’

39% 52% 9% 0% 0%

Benefit F7: ‘It helps avoid duplication of
records where functions are spread across
several organisational units.’

22% 39% 30% 9% 0%

Benefit F8: ‘The evidential and
informational value of the record is
increased by linking the record to its
business context and therefore to related
records.’

83% 17% 0% 0% 0%

Benefit F9: ‘It helps in allocating user
permissions for access to, or action on,
particular groups of records.’

43% 39% 17% 0% 0%

Benefit F10: ‘It assists in distributing
responsibility for management of particular
sets of records.’

30% 26% 39% 4% 0%

Benefit F11: ‘It assists in ensuring that
records are named in a consistent manner
over time.’

39% 35% 17% 4% 4%

Benefit F12: ‘It assists in determining
security protection and access appropriate
for sets of records’.

39% 48% 9% 4% 0%

Benefit F13: ‘It assists in distributing
records for action’.

30% 17% 39% 9% 4%

Table 5-6: Responses to Delphi Statements about benefits

With the exception of F13, these claims were supported by more

than 59% of respondents. However, only three individuals

supported all of the claimed benefits. On average 77% agreed or

strongly agreed that they were benefits.

Only one person expressed strong disagreement and that was in

relation to three claims (F3, F11 & F13).
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Comments included the following.

(F1). Two members of the Group sounded a note of caution about

stability of functions, stating that functions can change, particularly

at lower levels.

Statement F2 about users finding classification by function easy had

the highest level of disagreement. Most of those agreeing or

strongly agreeing had caveats, which had the effect of flattening out

the differences in the markings. Several people made the point that,

to be effective, the analysis had to accurately reflect functions using

terms that people understood and that users required training and,

often, a change of attitude to make this work. One person pointed

out that for such a system to work, users have to understand the

activities that they perform, implying that this is not always the

case. Another in a similar vein wrote, “They ought to be able to do

so but 40 years working with the sort of people who have to

implement such a scheme does not give me much hope of success”.

Two people, who did not agree with the claim, expressed the view

that users tend to identify with the part of the organisation they

worked in rather than underlying functions. One stated that this

was affected by changes in organisations such as a move to more

project-based and matrix ways of working.

Overall the general view appears to be ‘good theory but with

practical difficulties needing change management’.

One person suggested that the term ‘appraisal’ would have been

more appropriate than ‘retention’ in statement F3 about retention
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by function. Another picked up on the word ‘better’, which was

indeed too loose and should at the least have been qualified as

‘better than approaches not based on the value of functions and

activities’. In round 2 one expert stated that they were,

“increasingly doubtful that there is any recognisable standard by

which some business functions can be said to have more ‘value’

than others …”. They also stated, as did one other that there were

other criteria such as accountability, costs, risks, legal and

historical/cultural use that needed to be considered.

Several notes of caution were added: “How well it is done is a

completely different question and an equally vexed one.”; “I see it

as rather a pragmatic approach than an absolute improvement”.

Jeff Morelli, disagreeing, wrote, “Decisions on retention must be

based on the business purpose of the information. A business

function may produce or use items of information with vastly

different purposes. Also, the same item of information may be used

by many different business functions ... This does not affect its

retention, which should be decided in advance, as a matter of

policy, based upon its business purpose.”

Some of those agreeing with F4 about sentencing on creation added

caveats: there must be the ability to over-ride automatic

sentencing; there is a need to reflect an appropriate level of

granularity – e.g. original contracts may need to be kept longer

than related documentation. These caveats also covered the

concerns of one person who in disagreeing made the point that the

value of records may change over time. In round 2, one participant

expressed the view that the caveats may be more of a comment on

the process than the principle. Another whilst stating that this

approach was necessary for digital records added, ‘…we are not yet
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sophisticated enough in our systems for anyone to be confident of

the decisions’.

The point was made in relation to Benefit F5 (highlighting where

records should be created) that a classification could also highlight

where records are being created but not being identified in

traditional surveys/audits. Another point was that it is likely to be

the conceptual BCS rather than a classification tool that performed

this function. Those neither agreeing nor disagreeing pointed out

that the classification in isolation from other actions would not allow

one to do this.

No one disagreed with F6 about records following functions, which

is related to F1. Those who did not strongly agree made a number

of points around the view that organisational restructuring is not

always logical or at least does not follow a functional logic.

Similarly the split may occur at a below the level of decomposition

that had been performed in creating the functions-based

classification.

Jeff Morelli, who neither agreed nor disagreed, made the point that

one or more individuals may move but retain an interest in a

function still being performed in the original organisation. They

may still create records.

One person who agreed with F7 concerning avoiding duplication

wrote, and others implied, that “It can do this where necessary or

appropriate”. Another whilst strongly agreeing stated that the

content may well be duplicated but the context could make each

instance unique, “The issue is a policy issue - working out the layers

of responsibility - who is responsible for maintaining a record
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because they need it/do something with it in the course of their

activities”. In round 2 another participant supported this view.

Several of the large group who neither agreed nor disagreed made

comments: “It may not help avoid duplication, but it should help

avoid fragmentation of records in such circumstances.”; “This will

depend on how functional classification is implemented and whether

it is used to help audit the records creation process.”

One person disagreeing made a similar point to some who agreed, a

functions-based classification “…will not, in itself, reduce or avoid

duplication of records”.

Everyone agreed or strongly agreed with F8, which concerned

enhanced evidential value and few felt the need to add comments.

One person agreed to this as a theoretical statement but considered

that there was no real supporting evidence.

Several people among the 82% who agreed with F9 (allocating

access controls), stressed that they were agreeing to the fact that it

‘helps’ rather than is a total solution to access control. Others who

did not agree (or disagree) expressed reservations such as ‘it could

interfere depending on the access system used’ and also that in an

organisation with cross-cutting (matrix) teams it may be of little

assistance.

Among the large group who neither agreed nor disagreed with F10

(assigning responsibility), one stated that “in some instances, e.g.

team work, this may not be the case”. Most people did not

comment.
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One person who strongly agreed with F11 (consistent naming)

pointed out that this was a record plan rather than a BCS benefit.

Another’s support was based on the controlled terms in a thesaurus

rather than using a record plan. Another agreed, but only in theory,

suggesting that there was no evidence to support this. One who

neither agreed nor disagreed expressed the view that it should

assist but they did not have high expectations of the average user.

Benefit F12 (security) is closely linked to F9. Even those who

agreed had caveats. They mentioned the fact that at document

level items relating to the same activity may well have different

levels of sensitivity.

Several people were not clear what F13 meant and the following

supplementary information was provided to them. It is a claimed

benefit in ISO 15489 and appears to relate to an environment

where hardcopy mail is received centrally and the functional model

is used to decide where the mail should be sent. The results are

based on feedback following that explanation. Nearly half agreed.
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CHAPTER 6 PRACTITIONER’S EXPERIENCE

6.1 Introduction

The twenty-five records management practitioners who responded

to the survey questionnaire expressed views based on their

experience of having used functions-based classification schemes.

The questionnaires were broken down into sections indicated by the

headings in this Chapter. Except where indicated there was no

apparent correlation between country of work and the views

expressed.

6.2 Business Classification Schemes (BCS)

Fourteen of the respondents (56%) had created, helped create or

used a BCS. Twelve of these practitioners were based in Australia

and two in the UK. Five other UK practitioners had initially stated

that they had developed a BCS but on investigation it appeared that

they had use the terms BCS and record plan as synonyms and had

developed the latter rather than a conceptual model. One stated

that the distinction only became meaningful when they started to

develop an electronic records management system.

6.2.1 Methodology
Nearly two thirds (9) used an existing methodology to develop the

BCS and in all but one instance this was DIRKS. All of these

practitioners were based in Australia. The other, based in the UK,

used the method developed by Jeff Morelli and referred in Chapters

3 and 5.

Five (63%) of the DIRKS users found it easy to use the

methodology. Two considered it was difficult and the other two

neither liked nor disliked it. However, the majority (71%) would

recommend or strongly recommend the methodology to others.
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Only one DIRKS user would not recommend it commenting that it

was too complicated. Two DIRKS users, whilst recommending the

methodology, commented that was time-consuming. The user of

the ‘Morelli’ methodology would recommend it to others.

Of the five people who did not use an existing methodology, two

were from Australia and three from the UK. All but one used a

form of top-down functional analysis. Only one liked the

methodology they used; the others neither liked or disliked it. Two

commented that the process was time consuming. Two Australian

practitioners wrote that it had been difficult to get users they had

consulted to think in terms of functions.

6.2.2 Resource implications

The majority (71%) of the practitioners had completed the BCS. On

(mean) average it took 110 days. This average was skewed by one

large result, 300 days. The median time taken was 80 days. All the

figures for time taken were approximate.

The only available data about the size of an organisation was the

number of employees. Using this indicator, there appeared to be

absolutely no correlation between the size of the organisation and

the amount of time it took to complete the BCS. Size of

organisation is however only a very crude indicator of the

complexity of its functions.

6.2.3 Views on the BCS

All the practitioners who had a BCS would recommend their use to

others. When commenting on this, 36% said that it helped them

understand the organisation better, one adding that it was an
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essential foundation for effective record keeping. The same

proportion said that it assisted in ensuring consistency in

classification.

Twelve of those who had a BCS had gone on to develop record

plans. Five had developed functions thesauri.

6.3 Record Plans (Record Classification Schemes)

Twenty of the respondents (74%) had created or used record plans

based wholly or partly on business functions. Nine of these were

based in Australia, one in Canada and nine in the UK. Therefore all

the UK practitioners were in this set.

6.3.1 Methodology

Only seven (35%) of the twenty said that they had used an existing

methodology to develop the record plan. The methodology was

DIRKS or, judging from the description, a very similar methodology.

Most (5) of these described the methodology as easy or very easy

to use although one said it was only easy because they had missed

out the “onerous” bits of DIRKS. Two thought that it was difficult.

Reasons given by these two were that it was difficult discussing

functions with users because they did not think about their work in

that way. Five out of the seven would strongly recommend the

methodology to other records managers; the other two were

uncommitted.

Other methodologies adopted were:
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 Using the BCS as a starting point and customising it, in most

cases with non-functional terms such as subjects or client names

(6 practitioners)

 User workshops to identify functions by such means as

brainstorming (3 practitioners)

 Copying an existing record plan (2 practitioners)

 Reverse engineering a functional thesaurus (1 respondent)

 A mixture of inventories and interviews (1 respondent)

Most (54%) of these considered that their approach was easy or

very easy. The remaining people were uncommitted. The majority

(62%) would recommend or strongly recommend the methodology

they used to others. The remainder, who included those following

the last two methodologies on the above list, were uncommitted.

6.3.2 Structures

There was no common pattern to the record plan structures.

Fifteen people responded to the question asking the number of

functions at the top level of their record plan. These ranged from 3

to 200+. More detail is shown in Table 6-1 below:

No. of top-level functions 10 or
less

11 -
20

21 –
30

31 -
40

41 -
50

200+

No of examples 3 3 5 2 1 1
Table 6.1: Top-level functions in record plans

There was no discernable correlation between the number of top-

level functions and the size of the organisation.

All practitioners described the number of levels in their record plan

hierarchy. In 85% of cases there were less than six levels as shown

in Table 6-2. The median number of levels was four.
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No of levels 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9+
No of examples 3 5 4 2 3 0 1 1 1

Table 6-2: Number of levels in record plans

Fifty five percent of record plans (11) had included terms that did

not relate to functions and activities. These included subject terms

(6 instances) and one instances each of clients, organisational

elements, sectors, case. In two instances the record managers

commented that the organisational structure corresponded to

functional structure.

6.3.3 Views on Record Plans

Most practitioners (60%) said that they and any other record

managers within the organisations liked or strongly liked the record

plan. In the majority of cases this was stated to be because they

had been involved in the development. In two cases it had been a

case of gradual acceptance as the records managers had become

used to the change from an earlier approach. One reported that

record managers in their organisation disliked the record plan but

noted that as they became used to the change they were starting to

like it. The remainder were neutral.

Practitioners were asked about the reaction of general users. Only

35% said users liked or strongly liked the record plan. In one of

these cases the practitioner commented that this was because the

users had been closely involved in development of the plan. In the

majority (55%) of cases practitioners stated that users neither liked

nor disliked the record plan. Three of this group stated that users

were indifferent. The one practitioner who said that users disliked

the record plan commented that they were starting to get used to it

and accepting it.
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Practitioners were asked more specifically about how users liked the

plan as an aid to location and retrieval of records. Again only a

minority (35%) reported that users liked or strongly liked it. Fifteen

percent said that users did not use it for this purpose. Forty percent

stated that users neither liked nor disliked the plan for this purpose.

The remaining 10% said that users disliked it.

6.3.4 Other

All but one practitioner said that they would recommend using

functions-based record plans to other practitioners. Several gave

reasons. Three said that it was of benefit in consistency of titling.

The same three said it helped with disposal decisions.

Additional comments made about record plans were that:

 Compromise with user wishes was essential (3 instances)

 ‘Pure’ functions-based plans would never work (2 instances)

 The record plan has ‘withstood’ organisational change (1

instance)

None of the organisations had stopped using the record plan.

6.4 Functions Thesauri

Nine practitioners, all from Australia, had used functional thesauri.

All of these had experience of Keyword AAA; eight were continuing

to use it. Six had also developed a keyword thesaurus covering the

operational functions of their organisation.

6.4.1 Keyword AAA
The majority of records managers (56%) who used Keyword AAA

liked or strongly liked it. One third disliked it and the remainder

were neutral.
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Among the of comments made by those who liked Keyword AAA

were, “It works”; “All the hard work has been done for us”; “It’s

easy the use”. One expressed concern that some of the terms were

too vague. Two people who disliked the tool also used this term.

Only one person used the words ‘user unfriendly’.

General users reactions were slightly more negative as shown in

Table 6-3.
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User reaction to AAA as tool to
help classify records

0 1 3 1 2 2

User reaction to AAA as tool to
locate and retrieve records

0 2 1 1 2 3

Table 6-3: Reaction of general users to Keyword AAA

The practitioner who reported that users liked the thesaurus for

classifying records added that they found large sections confusing.

Reasons given for general users disliking Keyword AAA as a tool to

classify records were:

 It is user unfriendly (2 comments)

 It is too large (2)

 There are too many vague terms (2)

 Many of the terms are only partially relevant (2)

Other individual comments made about Keyword AAA were:

 It should be configurable so that irrelevant terms are not

displayed

 It should be kept as small as possible
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 Even records management professionals have difficulty using

it

 It works for records management professionals but not

general users

 It is less relevant for non-metropolitan areas

 “It isn’t perfect but ….”

6.4.2 Other functions thesauri
As noted above, six practitioners had developed a functions

thesaurus for their organisation. Half of these derived it from the

BCS, two used DIRKS and one applied the principles in ISO 2788.

Two thirds liked the methodology and would recommend it. This

applied equally to all approaches.

One practitioner reported that other records managers in the

organisation strongly disliked the thesaurus and that they were

moving to using a record plan. The remainder reported that their

record managers liked it or, in one instance, neither liked nor

disliked it.

In two cases general users did not use the thesaurus. In relation to

the other four cases half were reported to like the thesaurus to

classify and locate documents and half were reported to be neutral.

In half the cases subject terms were mixed with functional terms.

There was no correlation between the size of the organisation and

the time it took to develop a thesaurus. The five who responded to

this question said that it took variously 40, 100, 120, 180 and 300

days to do the work.
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All were still using the thesaurus and most (80%) would

recommend them to other practitioners.

6.5 Benefits and Disadvantages of Functions-Based

Classification

Records managers were asked about the benefits and

disadvantages of functions-based classification.

The potential benefits to an organisation, as used in the Delphi

Study, were listed and practitioners invited to state whether they

agreed that these were benefits. Many added other benefits. The

benefits and the level of support for these are set out in Table 6-4.

The benefits have been ranked in order of support. Only one

benefit was supported by more than half of practitioners. The

median level of support was 24%.

Benefit %
support

‘Functions tend to be more stable than organisational
structures.’

56

‘Records can be sentenced (i.e. retention decisions
taken) at the point of creation - at a macro level
based on what the business does.’

44

‘When an organisation is restructured or a work is
transferred to another organisation it is normally a
function that is moved. If records are organised
functionally it is easier to transfer them.’

44

‘Decisions on retention can be based on the relative
value of business functions and will allow a better
permanent record of the organisation to be retained.’

36

‘The evidential and informational value of the record
is increased by linking the record to its business
context and therefore to related records.’

36

‘It helps in allocating user permissions for access to,
or action on, particular groups of records.’

36

‘It assists in ensuring that records are named in a
consistent manner over time.’

36

‘It assists in determining security protection and
access appropriate for sets of records’.

36

‘Because records are created as a by-product of 24
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business activities, users find it easy to classify
records according to functions and activities.’
‘It helps avoid duplication of records where functions
are spread across several organisational units.’

24

‘It assists in distributing responsibility for
management of particular sets of records.’

20

‘It assists in distributing records for action’. 20
‘A functional classification can be used to highlight
where records should be created.’

16

‘It assists in ensuring consistent titling of folders’ 12
‘Helps sentencing records/ linking them with
retention schedules or disposal authorities.’

12

‘Helps organisation see itself as a whole and not as
silos.’

5

‘Makes more sense to the public if the classification of
records is made public, for example under freedom of
information legislation.’

5

‘Facilitates sharing of information across
organisational boundaries’.

5

‘Easier to retrieve older records’ 5
‘Helps in searching for information’. 0
Table 6-4: Levels of support for claimed organisational benefits of functions-based classification

Similarly, practitioners were asked to comment on the same list to

state whether or not these benefited users as opposed to the

organisation. The percentage levels of agreement with the

statement were even lower; the median level of support was 12%.

Three practitioners (12%) stated that functions-based classification

had no benefits for users. However, it is not clear why some that

received relatively high ratings would be perceived as benefits to

users. The results appear in Table 6-5.

Benefit %
support

‘Decisions on retention can be based on the relative
value of business functions and will allow a better
permanent record of the organisation to be retained.’

40

‘It assists in ensuring that records are named in a
consistent manner over time.’

28

‘Because records are created as a by-product of
business activities, users find it easy to classify

24
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records according to functions and activities.’
‘It helps avoid duplication of records where functions
are spread across several organisational units.’

24

‘A functional classification can be used to highlight
where records should be created.’

20

‘Functions tend to be more stable than organisational
structures.’

16

‘It assists in determining security protection and
access appropriate for sets of records’.

16

‘Records can be sentenced (i.e. retention decisions
taken) at the point of creation - at a macro level
based on what the business does.’

12

‘When an organisation is restructured or a work is
transferred to another organisation it is normally a
function that is moved. If records are organised
functionally it is easier to transfer them.’

12

‘It helps in allocating user permissions for access to,
or action on, particular groups of records.’

12

‘It assists in distributing responsibility for
management of particular sets of records.’

12

No benefits to users 12
‘The evidential and informational value of the record
is increased by linking the record to its business
context and therefore to related records.’

8

‘It assists in distributing records for action’. 8
‘Facilitates sharing of information across
organisational boundaries’.

8

‘Helps in searching for information’. 4
‘Helps organisation see itself as a whole and not as
silos.’

4

‘It assists in ensuring consistent titling of folders’ 0
‘Helps sentencing records/ linking them with
retention schedules or disposal authorities.’

0

‘Makes more sense to the public if the classification of
records is made public, for example under freedom of
information legislation.’

0

‘Easier to retrieve older records’ 0
Table 6-5: Levels of support for claimed user benefits of functions-based classification

Fifty-six percent of practitioners said that there were some

disadvantages to the organisation of using functions-based

classification. These were:
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 The cost in time and other resources in managing the change

to this new way of working (20%)

 Confusion and time wasted caused by unclear terms (12%)

 Benefits can only be realised if it is practicable for users to

keep records functionally organised – some records are not

suitable (8%)

 Difficulties related to case files (4%)

 Difficulties of using them gives a bad image to records

management (4%)

Finally they were asked to comment on the disadvantages to users

of functions-based classification. Sixty eight percent noted such

disadvantages. Some listed several.

 Users feel it is not intuitive (40%)

 Confusion and time wasted caused by unclear terms (12%)

 Users feel the time spent understanding the classification

reduces their productivity (4%)

 Management of change issues (4%)

 It is too complicated (4%) – This represents one practitioner

whose record plan had 200+ top level elements

 Moving from organisational approach creates sense of lost

‘ownership’ of records (4%)

6.6 Other Comments

Just under half (44%) of practitioners gave reasons for their

decision to use functions-based classification. Sixty three percent

of these said that it was because it was recommended as best

practice. The remainder reported that it was because their previous

classification system had been badly affected by organisational

restructuring.
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CHAPTER 7 RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS

7.1 General
There appears to be widespread support among experts and

practitioners for the suggestion that functions-based classification is

a valuable way of classifying records but it is clearly not the only

method by which records can be classified. It is however an

approach with a longer pedigree than some people realise.

Records are by definition dependent on context and classifying them

by relating them to relevant business functions links them to an

aspect of that context. Doing this is in such a deliberate manner is

clearly more important in relation to digital records than those in

paper format for reasons given in the literature.

As noted above, a record’s context is not limited to its functional

provenance. Upward’s continuum model (Figure 4-1) illustrates the

need for richer context to be linked to a record, including the

creator as ‘actor’ (in other words not only their personal identity but

their role within the organisation at the time the record was

created).

It is, in the words of one of the expert group, a ‘no brainer’ that

functions are more stable than organisational structures. However,

this masks a fundamental fallacy that seemed to be apparent to

some, probably all, of the expert group but may not be clear to all

practitioners attempting to develop such a classification scheme.

Organisational structures are vulnerable to change but at any

instant they have a reality that is apparent to all users because they

are a human construct. They exist and their elements are clearly

labelled. This no doubt explains in part why many users prefer such

a framework. The fallacy is that there is a ‘natural’ hierarchy of
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functions waiting to be identified if only the analyst applies the

correct techniques. The reality is that even the boundaries may be

unclear and the task of creating a hierarchy only creates an

artificial, if logical, model. It cannot be claimed to be a

representation of the real world. The two models of the functions of

higher education establishments referred to in Chapter 4 produced

different lists even of the high-level activities. This potential

problem is compounded because the labels attached to classification

groups are simply the best effort of the analyst and even if

validated with current users may be meaningless to their

successors. Last year’s people working in Personnel Management

are now working in Human Resources Management. Neither label is

better or worse than the other but the one that is current may be

claimed to be more ‘intuitive’ for users.

In effect classifying records in this manner is attaching simply

attaching an item of metadata to those records. Using the most

basic definition of classification (putting records into categories or

virtual boxes) digital records can be dynamically ‘classified’ by users

employing any, or a combination, of the metadata elements that

have been linked with them. Such dynamic classification can clearly

be used as an aid to retrieval.

7.2 Principles of Functions-Based Classification

The classification schemes described in the literature or by experts

and developed by practitioners do not have a standard look and

feel. Some appear to breach the principles of classic classification

theory. In some cases this may be because, as the literature

review indicates, the understanding of classification in records

management has not been as well developed as in library science.

It seems a sensible approach for practitioners to understand and
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apply sound classificatory principles when developing a functions-

based classification scheme.

The Australian model of a logical ‘business classification scheme’

that is hidden from users and distinct from user-facing classification

tools has much to commend it and is supported by a majority of

experts and of practitioners who have used this approach. It

provides a logical model of what an organisation does and obviates,

in the view of some experts, records surveys or audits and provides

an important tool for the effective management of records. The

means by which users then add contextual information to records

they create (using file plans or ‘thesauri’) can then be more

pragmatic and in sympathy with the way they work.

Some practitioners are questioning the use of functions-based

classification because such schemes do not accommodate case files

and other ‘instance’ records. However, as seen in this paper, this

approach can in fact accommodate such requirements.

There is no common model of a functions-based classification

whether in the numbers of elements or levels or in respect of

naming conventions. There is also no consensus on what the rules

or guidance should be. Given that usability is a major factor in the

use of such classifications it would be of value if such approaches as

the ‘7+/- 2 rule’ could be tested in the field. The naming

convention of ‘active verb + object’ appears a common sense and

simple guideline. It has also been tested in the relatively rigorous

world of systems analysis. Clear simple rules like this would be

likely to benefit users and practitioners.

It would also be of benefit to practitioners and users if the way such

terms as function and process, when used in this context, were
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standardised in any future revision of ISO 15489. The approach of

those who have adopted neutral terms such as ‘Level 1, Level 2…’

could prevent possible confusion.

7.3 Methodologies
Some experts questioned whether any methodology could be said

to be proven and indeed what the success criteria would be. It may

be the case that a rigid methodology is not essential. Most

practitioners, whichever ‘methodology’ they employed, appear to

have found it easy to use and would recommend its use to others.

However, the outputs of these methodologies were not examined

and indeed, as noted above, there is no agreed model against which

such schemes could be evaluated.

Top down functional analysis methodologies appear to be fairly

basic. It is open to question whether they can be properly be

described as methodologies. They certainly appear to be an art

rather than a science. Systems analysis techniques on the other

hand have been widely used since the late 1970s and modified in

the light of considerable experience. Such system modelling

approaches examine what is actually happening rather than what is

meant to be happening so are grounded and validated at the level

where records are actually created. Both techniques, probably in

combination, will have at least some value in analysing what a

business does.

The issue remains that developing a functions-based classification

appears generally to be a time consuming process and this use of

resource may need to be weighed against the benefits..
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7.4 Benefits
Functions-based classifications seem to have a number of significant

benefits but most of these accrue to the records managers on

behalf of the organisation as a continuing corporate body. It is

interesting that the experts appear more convinced of the benefits

than the practitioners. The fact that benefits are skewed in this way

provides more force to the argument that a BCS as a control tool

should be hidden and pragmatic classification tools exposed to

users. For an organisation to obtain benefits those commissioning or

developing a functions-based classification need to clarify and

justify those benefits. Adopting a functions-based classification

scheme simply because it is recommended as ‘best practice’ without

being clear why such a classification is needed is likely to contribute

to an unfocussed or even unnecessary (in the circumstances)

scheme.

7.5 Usability
There are clearly usability issues and some have been mentioned in

the preceding paragraphs. Some issues, as indicated in Chapter 4,

may be fundamental to the way humans interact with computers.

Whatever the effect of that, the move from paper to electronic

records means users are being exposed to underlying record

keeping frameworks to a greater degree than in the past. If general

users are expected to classify records and browse a hierarchy of

functions the classification will need to be rigorously checked to

ensure that it is usable.

7.6 Functions Thesauri
There are a number of issues with thesauri when used for records

classification. It appears widely accepted that functions thesauri are

not thesauri in the sense that term is used by information science or

in earlier senses. To avoid needless verbal arguments and increase
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clarity it would be helpful to users if the term were dropped in this

context.

Keyword AAA has clearly split the records management world in

Australia to a certain degree. In this small sample it had support

from most practitioners but it has vocal critics. The loss of context

problem is clearly an issue when using AAA to classify records;

perhaps less so when used predominantly for title control. The

problem appears to arise from the lack of ‘contextual thread’ being

hard coded into the classification. This then exposes the fact that

the second level terms are based on different classificatory bases.

7.7 Research Aims & Objectives

The answer to the research aim (1.3) is that the approach to

classification based on functions and activities is practicable in the

sense that it has produced classification schemes that have been

judged satisfactory by some practitioners and users. However, it

has a number of issues that need to be resolved. If not resolved

may affect the widespread take-up of the approach.

There are however no clearly agreed statements about what

constitutes a functions-based classification and records managers

do not all clearly understand what such a classification is and how it

can be used. There are some methodologies that work according to

experts and practitioners but the quality of classifications they have

produced has not been tested and indeed there is no clear model

against which to test them.

Because this approach has clear benefits for the effective

management and control of records as evidence of what an

organisation has done and because the need for such evidence is

likely to increase, particularly in a digital environment, more
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research would be beneficial if it leads to clarification of these

issues.
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CHAPTER 8 REFLECTIONS & WAY FORWARD

A: REFLECTIONS

8.1 Introduction
Generally I was pleased with the outcome of the research. The

methodology and techniques appeared appropriate to meeting the

aims and objectives. Case studies would have been extremely

valuable as would direct capture of user views but they were

outside the capacity of a small project.

Pressures of work and family life increased the time pressures of

the research and I had not fully appreciated the time that the

mechanical elements of data collection and categorisation would

take.

8.2 Aims and Objectives

I believe the aims and objectives were largely met. However, with

hindsight they should have been constrained to limit the scope of

the project to the public sector. For reasons mentioned the findings

are most applicable to that sector.

8.3 Literature Review

There was a great deal more literature on this topic than I

anticipated. The review was helped and hindered by two facts.

Firstly that I lived close to the National Archives and was able to use

their library which holds runs of most serials on open shelves.

Secondly, I was able to use the University of London’s Library at

Senate House, which had an extensive collection of relevant books

and other publications. The hindrance occurred because of the

extended breadth of possible reading.

I had known about Campbell’s early advocacy of functions-based

classification and the work of Helen Samuels but was surprised at
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the extent to which it was in fact covered in the pre-1990s

literature. Others I spoke to were also surprised and in fact more

motivated to consider the approach knowing that it had more of a

history than they had thought.

8.4 Delphi Review

The Delphi method was extremely interesting but was time

consuming in a small project.

Developing and refining the questionnaire took some time.

However, despite efforts to check and clarify the wording of the

statements some lack of clarity remained in a few statements.

Some words, such as ‘better’ (than what?) and ‘help’ (help in which

way?) were too imprecise and this may have had some impact on

the results. Some words, such as ‘process’ should have been

defined or the ways the word was used explored.

I was delighted with the level of support I received from the expert

group. Some of the sample I had known or met and they may have

felt some personal obligation to participate. Others that I had not

met agreed enthusiastically to join. In the end the group contained

a very impressive set of experts. Three said that they had

previously participated in Delphi studies.

Most of the Group appeared to have well-formed views and there

was little evidence that these changed during the process.

Relatively few responded to Round 2 and it could be asked whether

a simple questionnaire would have sufficed. I would disagree for

several reasons. Firstly, this lack of consensus was an interesting

outcome but could not be inferred if there was a simple

questionnaire. Secondly, the round 2 feedback was valuable.

Thirdly, several of the group commented that they had derived
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benefit from seeing the feedback from others. Finally, I consider

the fact that it was a Delphi study appeared to raise the level in

interest in several of those I contacted and may have encouraged

them to participate.

The free text comments were invaluable but difficult to code. I was

disappointed that I could not use more detail from these but the

limits of the dissertation prevented this.

A third round would have been helpful to feedback round 2

comments and test emerging theories but time constraints

prevented this.

The use of an electronic form in Microsoft Word™ was helpful in

providing drop-down lists and check boxes. Some of the free-text

boxes had formatting limitations which irritated a couple of

respondents. Using Excel™ to enter both the coded Lickert scale

and the free text responses, which were cut and pasted from the

form, greatly assisted the analysis. The filtering functionality

allowed easier analysis of those free text comments that could not

be coded.

In conclusion this was a valuable technique that I would recommend

in appropriate circumstances.

8.6 Practitioner Study

The sample size in the practitioner study was disappointing. The

Canadian response (2%) gave evidence of the value of personal

contact in increasing the level of response.

Those who were spoken to were generally extremely interested in

the topic some were quite heated in their comments. Interestingly
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some of the strong comments made face to face were not replicated

in the written responses.

Again the use of Microsoft applications was invaluable. Once the

answers were coded they used up the maximum number of possible

rows in Excel™. Manipulating and analysing this data manually

would have been impossible in the time scales of this research.

Once again the wording could have been improved in some areas.

Although in both cases an independent person was used to check

usability this did not pick up all issues and a broader pilot would

have been helpful.

8.7 Research Approach

The inductive approach was ideally suited to this topic. In a area

where there are so many different opinions and where a proven

structured methodology does not appear to exist it would have been

unhelpful and restrictive to come up with theories rather than let

patterns emerge. Some emerged in the middle of the night so I

learned to keep a notebook by my bed!

B: WAY FORWARD

8.8 Way Forward

There is clearly scope for more research in this area and it could

benefit both users and practitioners.

Usability is clearly a major issue. Case studies could be used to

explore the response of users to such classification systems and

their general interaction with recordkeeping. More in depth
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evaluation of methodologies linked to an analysis of the

classification systems they produce would also add much-needed

depth to our understanding of what works and what does not.

The development and testing of alternative approaches, such as

Shepherd & Yeo’s suggestion of a virtual classification based on

metadata may provide interesting alternatives to current ways of

thinking which may be constrained by the paper paradigm.

In conclusion, there is a great deal still to be done to improve the

classification of records and to decide which approaches benefit

both the organisation and its users to the greatest extent.
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Appendix A

Examples of Hierarchical and Faceted Classifications
(Based on Hunter, 2002)

Hierarchical Classification
A (partial) hierarchical classification of wine could be:

Australian

Dry Medium

French Italian

Red

Dry Medium Sweet

Australian French

White Rose

WINE

A notation could then be added to the classes to allow the
classification to be presented as a list that retains the relationships:

Wine
1. Red

1.1. Australian
1.1.1.Dry
1.1.2.Medium

1.2. French
1.3. Italian

2. White
2.1. Australian

2.1.1.Dry
2.1.2.Medium
2.1.3.Sweet

3. Rose

A bottle of Australian dry white wine could be classified using the
shorthand code 2.1.1

Faceted Classification
A faceted classification of wine could identify the characteristics of
wine such as colour, country of origin, Dryness etc. and list the
concepts:
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Colour
Country

Dryness

1 Red 1. Australia 1. Dry
2 White 2. France 2. Medium
3 Rose 3. Italy 3. Sweet

The citation order could be varied. If someone wanted to use the

classification to keep bottles from the same country together the

order could be ‘Country – Colour – Dryness’ and a bottle of French

sweet white wine would be given the classification code 2.2.3.
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Appendix B

Subject: Functional File Classification - Request to
participate in a Delphi Study

I am writing to invite you as a recognised expert in the field to
participate in a Delphi study into records classification systems
based on business functions. As you know from your direct
involvement, this approach has been strongly promoted in recent
years and has been widely embraced particularly in the public
sector in Australia and the United Kingdom. However, reports have
been emerging from practitioners of difficulties in employing this
approach.

I have worked in records management in the UK for over 20 years
(see below for details of my background). The functional approach
to records classification has interested me both as a practitioner and
in advising others for over ten years. I am currently undertaking a
Masters degree in records management at Northumbria University .
Because of my active interest in this topic I decided to investigate it
in depth for my dissertation.

Please let me know if you feel able to participate. Detail of the
Delphi methodology is given below. What it will involve is that you
will be sent a questionnaire. You can then participate in your own
time (within limits) and you can choose to contribute to that aspect
of the problem to which you feel best able to contribute. Whether or
not you have responded you will be sent structured feedback from
other responses and may decide to start to participate in a second
round questionnaire or to revise the views you expressed
previously. Depending on the responses further 'rounds' may take
place.
As part of the Delphi approach, your identity will not be revealed to
other participants. Further than that, no information identifying you
or your organisation or connecting you or your organisation with the
views you express will be disclosed under any circumstances.
Details of the Delphi method and my background appear below. I
apologise for not putting these into an attachment but I am aware
that some organisations have policies against opening attachments
because of email risks.
I would be happy to send you the results of my researches in due
course.
Stuart
Stuart Orr
Assistant Director/IWS
DTI
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151 Buckingham Palace Road
London SW1W 9SS
United Kingdom

DELPHI METHOD
The Delphi Method is a research method developed within the Rand
Corporation in the early 1950s. It seeks to obtain the opinions of
experts whilst avoiding some of the difficulties of face-to-face
discussion including:

 The difficulty of bringing together widely scattered and busy
experts at the same place and time

 The effect of dominant individuals
 Group pressure for conformity

Many variations on this method have been employed. However, it
has been used only rarely in the area of information sciences.

The essence of a Delphi study is that it brings together the views of
a group of recognised experts from all over the world to express
and possibly reconsider their views on a topic in an environment
where their identities remain anonymous. Anonymity allows all
participants to express their views freely. It is designed to avoid the
effect strong personalities and those perceived to be of higher
status in the discipline may have in the discussion.

It is designed to provide to means for a group of experts to deal
with an issue. The names of the participants are not disclosed. The
method therefore allows views to be obtained from a group of
experts whom it would be difficult to gather together in one place It
uses one or more rounds of questionnaires with the facilitator
providing controlled feedback on the opinions that have been
expressed.

The process is as follows:
1. A panel of experts is assembled;

2. The panel is sent a first round questionnaire by email;

3. A summary of responses to the first round, with comments
and arguments given by the respondents are incorporated in the
second round;
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4. Each respondent can reconsider his or her views in the light of
the responses

5. If necessary, further rounds are carried out on the same basis

MY BACKGROUND
I am currently head of information policies and standards in the
Department of Trade & Industry (DTI) in the United Kingdom.
Most recently I have been responsible for the records management
aspects of a large four-year project to introduce electronic records
and document management to the 5000 users within DTI.

I have held senior positions in records management in the UK for
over 20 years. I have been head of records management services
in the DTI (1997 - 2001), Crown Prosecution Service (1986 - 1997)
and DPP's Department (1983 - 86).

I am or have been a member of a large number of working groups
and committees in the UK including:

 Member of the Executive Committee of the Records
Management Society of Great Britain (2003 - date)

 Chair of the Association of UK Departmental Record Officers
(1997 -2000).

 Member of the Records Management Advisory Group of the
UK National Archives. (since 1997)

 Member of UK 'Information-Age Government' group on
electronic records

 Member of UK Cabinet Office Working Group on Metadata
(produced e-Government Metadata Framework and Metadata
set)

 Member of UK Cabinet Office working groups on Private Office
Records and eMail Management (produced guidance published
by the National Archives and Cabinet Office).

 Member of UK National Archives working group on record
metadata.

 Member of British Standards Institute Committee (IDT/2/17)
responsible for the preparation of Standards relating to
principles for the creation and management of documents,
records and archives as evidence of transactions and events,
and representing the United Kingdom in corresponding
international work. This committee provided UK input to the
international standard on records management ISO 15489
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 Since 1994 I have carried out records management
consultancy projects for the International Records
Management Trust in Ghana, The Gambia, Tanzania and
Zimbabwe.
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Appendix C

Functional File Classification in
Records Management
Delphi Questionnaire

Round 1

Nomenclature
For the purposes of this questionnaire the following definitions have
been adopted without prejudice to comments that may be made on
nomenclature during the survey:

 Business Classification Scheme (BCS) – a logical/conceptual
model (usually hierarchical) of the functions and activities,
and sometimes processes, of an organisation;

 Record Plan – a tool for classifying records consisting of a
hierarchical classification of (primarily) business functions.
May be derived from a conceptual BCS;

 Functional Thesaurus – a tool for classifying records consisting
of an alphabetical list of the terms identified in an analysis of
the functions and activities of an organisation (the analysis
may have resulted in a hierarchical BCS). The hierarchical
relationship between terms is indicated in the list

 Facilitative activities – those relating to the internal
management of the organisation (common to all
organisations)

 Substantive activities – those relating to core business of the
organisation.

Completing the questionnaire
The questionnaire is dived into seven sections. In sections A to F, a
number a statements appear which have been made about
functional record classification. Please indicate your level of
agreement or disagreement with the statement by ticking in the
appropriate box. The scale used in each case is:

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
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4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree

Please then, if possible, add comments in support of your opinion. If
you wish, please provide any reference to a publication or website
that sets out your views in more detail.

You are free to select only those parts of the questionnaire that you
feel qualified, or wish, to answer.

Standards
The following International Standards are mentioned in this
document:

 ISO 15489-1:2001. Information and documentation – records
management – Part 1: General

 ISO 15489-2:2001. Information and documentation – records
management – Part 2: Guidelines

 ISO 2788-1986. Establishment and development of
monolingual thesauri.

Confidentiality
Your identity will not be revealed to other participants. Further than
that, no information identifying you or your organisation or
connecting you or your organisation with the views you express will
be disclosed under any circumstances.

The questionnaire starts on the next page

If there is insufficient space for comments please add the extra
detail on the blank pages at the end of the questionnaire.
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Section A: General Issues

Statement A1: ‘A system based on an analysis of an organisation’s
business functions and activities is the only effective way of
classifying records.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement A2: ‘The primary purpose of classifying records is to
facilitate the location of records when they are needed.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement A3: ‘The primary purpose of classifying records is to
provide context to individual records and aggregations of records.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement A4: ‘A functional classification should allow users to
separate policy records from operational ‘case’ records.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
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Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement A5: ‘A functional classification should separate records of
facilitative activities from records of the substantive activities of an
organisation’. (For definitions see page 1).

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement A6: ‘It is essential to use scope notes for each element
in a classification.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Section B: Methodologies

Statement B1: ‘Before developing records classification tools such
as record plans or functional thesauri it is essential to develop a
conceptual model of an organisation’s functions and activities.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
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Statement B2: ‘A top-down ‘decomposition’ of the high-level
purposes and functions of an organisation is the most effective way
of identifying the function/activity structure of an organisation.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement B3: ‘Mapping and analysing business processes is the
most effective way of identifying the function/activity structure of
an organisation.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement B4: ‘A proven methodology exists for developing a
functional records classification.’ (i.e. it has produced a classification
scheme that has gained the acceptance of those who are required
to capture records)

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
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C: Hierarchical Record Classification Systems (Record Plans) and
Business Classification Schemes (BCS)

Statement C1: ‘A hierarchical record classification system based on
business functions is an effective, user-friendly tool for classifying
records.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement C2: ‘The highest level terms of a record plan or BCS
should relate directly to an organisations mission and purposes’.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
Statement C3: ‘The highest level of a record plan or BCS should
contain no more than 7 to 10 terms’.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement C4: ‘There is an ideal number of levels for a record
classification scheme or BCS.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)
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Comments:

Statement C5: ‘Successive levels in a functional classification should
be consistent and mutually exclusive’.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement C6: ‘It is acceptable to use non-functional terms
(subject, project, client etc.) at the lower levels of a record plan or
BCS.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement C7: ‘Terms describing work processes should be included
in a record plan or BCS.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Section D: Functional Thesauri
Statement D1: ‘A functional thesaurus is an effective, user-friendly
tool for classifying records.’
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Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Statement D2: ‘Despite the recommendations of ISO 15489-2, ISO
2788 is not an appropriate guide for developing a functional
thesaurus’.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
Statement D3: ‘A functional thesaurus should be used with, to act
as an index to, a hierarchical record classification system’.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Section E: Nomenclature
Statement E1: ‘There is an effective convention for naming the
elements/terms in a functional classification system’.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
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Statement E2: ‘There is no user-friendly, practicable, definition of
the levels in a functional hierarchy (for example of the terms
‘function’, ‘activity’ and ‘transaction’).’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
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Section F: Benefits
The following statements have been made about the benefits of
records classification based on business functions. Please record
the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statement and
comment if appropriate.

Benefit F1: ‘Functions tend to be more stable than organisational
structures’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F2: ‘Because records are created as a by-product of
business activities, users will find it easy to classify records
according to functions and activities.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F3: ‘Decisions on retention can be based on the relative
value of business functions and will allow a better permanent record
of the organisation to be retained.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F4: ‘Records can be sentenced (i.e. retention decisions
taken) at the point of creation - at a macro level based on what the
business does.’
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Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F5: ‘A functional classification can be used to highlight
where shows where records should be created.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F6: ‘When an organisation is restructured or a work is
transferred to another organisation it is normally a function that is
moved. If records are organised functionally it is easier to transfer
them.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F7: ‘It helps avoid duplication of records where functions are
spread across several organisational units.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
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Benefit F8: ‘The evidential and informational value of the record is
increased by linking the record to its business context and therefore
to related records.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F9: ‘It helps in allocating user permissions for access to, or
action on, particular groups of records.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F10: ‘It assists in distributing responsibility for management
of particular sets of records.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
Benefit F11: ‘It assists in ensuring that records are named in a
consistent manner over time.’

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:
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Benefit F12: ‘It assists in determining security protection and access
appropriate for sets of records’.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Benefit F13: ‘It assists in distributing records for action’.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree)

Comments:

Section G: Any other comments
G1: Please feel free to make any other comments on classification
of records by business function, including other benefits or any
disadvantages or any changes that should be made to the
approach.

G2: How many organisations that you are aware of have
implemented a functional records classification that has gained the
acceptance of records managers and the majority of general users?:

.

If possible please name the organisations: .

Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire

Please now send it to me, ideally as an attachment to an email, to:
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stuart.orr@dti.gsi.gov.uk or stuart.orr@blueyonder.co.uk

or by fax to: +44 (020) 7215 1939

or by post to: Stuart Orr, DTI, 151 Buckingham Palace Road,
London SW1W 9SS, London, United Kingdom. (I will refund the cost
of potage and packing).

mailto:stuart.orr@dti.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:stuart.orr@blueyonder.co.uk
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Appendix D

Functional Classification in Records Management
Practitioner Questionnaire

Classification of records based on the organisational functions and
activities that produced them has been strongly promoted over
recent years.

This questionnaire is designed to obtain information about practical
experience of developing and using functions-based records
classification schemes.

Broadly speaking, functional classification schemes can be divided
into two types:

 Hierarchical classification (also known as Record Plan or File
Plan)

 Functions Thesaurus. An example of a functional thesaurus
used for classifying record is the Australian Keyword AAA2

However, several hybrid schemes have been developed within
organisations based on a mixture of functional and another
classifications.

Some methodologies recommend developing, as a part of the
process, a logical or conceptual model of the functions and activities
of the organisation. This is often referred to as a Business
Classification Scheme or BCS. This can then be used to develop
the actual classification tools such as a Record Plan or Functions
thesaurus.

Confidentiality

The information that you provide will be treated as confidential in
the sense that no information connecting your responses to you or
your organisation will be disclosed under any circumstances.

2 http://www.naa.gov.au/recordkeeping/control/keyaaa/summary.html
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Completing the questionnaire
The questionnaire contains six sections. However, you only need to
complete all sections if you have developed or uses record plans,
thesauri and business classification schemes.

Please try to answer as many questions as possible. If there are any
you feel unable or unwilling to answer please omit them. If any
questions are unclear please feel free to contact me and I will try to
clarify the issue.

Responding to this electronic questionnaire contains a mixture of:
 Tick boxes
 Drop-down lists to allow you to select the appropriate

response
 Free text

If you use the tab key on you keyboard it will move you from one
shaded box to the next.

Test
To test if the electronic form works please do the following:

1. Click in the shaded square and a cross should appear

2. Start to write in the shaded box and the box should
expand to record what you type

3. Click in the shaded box below and a drop down list should appear
with the words @Yes’, ‘No’ and Maybe’. Click on the word ‘Maybe’
in the list and it should appear.

If these tests do not work please contact me and I will send another
version.
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Have you considered and rejected using a functional classification?
–

Yes Please give your reasons and briefly described the
classification system you use - . Now go to section F.

No Please go to question A1.

Part A: Business Classification Scheme (BCS)

A1 Has your organisation developed a Business Classification
Scheme (see definition on page 1)?
 Yes Go to question A2
 No Go to section B

A2 The BCS was/is being developed by (tick all that apply):

 In-house records manager(s)
 Records management consultants
 Other (please give brief details below)

Details: -

A3 Did you/they follow an existing methodology? - Yes
[Drop-down list: Yes; No]

A4 If yes, what was the methodology?

A5 If your answer to A3 was ‘No’, please briefly describe your
methodology -

A6 How easy was it to follow the methodology?
[Drop-down list: Very easy; Easy; Neither easy nor difficult;
Difficult; Very Difficult]

A7 Would you recommend the methodology to others to use? -
[Drop-down list: Yes – Strongly Recommend; Yes –
Recommend; Cannot Decide; No – Not Recommend; No –
Strongly not recommend]

A8 Please give brief reasons for your answers to A6 and A7 -

A9 Approximately how long did it take to develop the BCS (in
days)? -
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A10 If you have not completed the BCS approximately what
percentage of the business has already been covered? -
[Drop-down list: Not applicable; 10%; 20%; 30%; 40%;
50%; 60%; 70%; 80%; 90%]

A11 For what purposes, if any, have you used the BCS? -

A12 Would you recommend a developing BCS to other record
managers? [Drop-down list: Yes; No]. Please give reasons for your
answer - .

Part B: Record Plan
B1 Has your organisation developed, or attempted to develop, a record
plan?

 Yes - complete the rest of this section
 No - go to section C

B2 The Record Plan was/is being developed by (tick all that
apply):

 In-house records manager(s)
 Records management consultants
 Other (please give brief details below)

Details -

B3 Did you follow an existing methodology? - [Drop-down list:
Yes; No]

B4 If yes, what was the methodology?

B5 If your answer to B3 was ‘No’, please briefly describe your
methodology -

B6 How easy was it to follow the methodology? [Drop-down list:
Very easy; Easy; Neither easy nor difficult; Difficult; Very
Difficult]

B7 Would you recommend the methodology to others to use? -
[Drop-down list: Yes – Strongly Recommend; Yes –
Recommend; Cannot Decide; No – Not Recommend; No –
Strongly not recommend]

B8 Please give brief reasons for your answers to B6 and B7-
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B9 Approximately how long did it take to develop the Record Plan
(in days)? -

B10 If you have not completed the Record Plan approximately
what percentage of the business has already been covered? -
[Drop-down list: Not applicable; 10%; 20%; 30%; 40%;
50%; 60%; 70%; 80%; 90%]

B11 How many functions are included in the top level of your
record plan? -

B12 How many levels are there in your record plan? - [Drop-down
list: 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; More than 9]

B13 Is the functional classification suitable for all types of record
(for example case files? - [Drop-down list: Yes; No]

B14 If your answer to question B13 was ‘No’, what types of record
are not suitable? -

B15 If your classification mixes functional with other terms (e.g.
subject please give brief details

B16 What was the reaction of the majority of records managers to
the record plan? - [Drop-down list: Strongly Liked; Liked;
Neither Liked nor Disliked; Disliked; No – Strongly Disliked]

Comments -

B17 What was the reaction of the majority of general users to the
record plan? – [Drop-down list: Strongly Liked; Liked;
Neither Liked nor Disliked; Disliked; No – Strongly Disliked]

Comments -

B18 What was the reaction of the majority of general users to the
record plan as a tool to help locate and retrieve records? – [Drop-
down list: Strongly Liked; Liked; Neither Liked nor Disliked;
Disliked; No – Strongly Disliked]

Comments -

B19 Is your organisation still using the record plan? – Yes No

B20 If your answer to B19 was ‘No’ please give reasons and briefly
describe your current classification system:
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B21 Would you recommend developing or using a record plan to
other record managers? [Drop-down list: Yes; No].
Please give reasons for your answer - .

B22 Please add any other comments you wish about functional
record plans -

Part C: Functions Thesaurus

C1 Does your organisation use a functions thesaurus to classify
records?
Yes - please go to question C2
No - please go to section D

C2 Do/did you use Keyword AAA? –
Yes please go to question C3
No please go to question C9

C3 What was the reaction of the majority of records managers to
the the Keyword AAA thesaurus? - [Drop-down list: Strongly
Liked; Liked; Neither Liked nor Disliked; Disliked; No –
Strongly Disliked]

Comments -

C4 What was the reaction of the majority of general users to the
Keyword AAA thesaurus as a tool to help classify records? –
[Drop-down list: Strongly Liked; Liked; Neither Liked nor
Disliked; Disliked; No – Strongly Disliked]

Comments -

C5 What was the reaction of the majority of general users to the
thesaurus as a tool to help locate and retrieve records? –
[Drop-down list: Strongly Liked; Liked; Neither Liked nor
Disliked; Disliked; No – Strongly Disliked]

Comments -

C6 Is your organisation still using Keyword AAA? – Yes No

C7 If your answer to B18 was ‘No’ please give reasons and
describe your current method of classification:

C8 Please add any other views you have about Keyword AAA -
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C9 Has your organisation developed, or attempted to develop, its
own functions thesaurus?

 Yes - go to question C10
 No - go to section D

C10 The Thesaurus was/is being developed by (tick all that apply):
 In-house records manager(s)
 Records management consultants
 Other (please give brief details below)

Details -

C11 Did you follow an existing methodology? - [Drop-down list:
Yes; No]

C12 If yes, what was the methodology?

C13 If your answer to C11 was ‘No’, please briefly describe your
methodology -

C14 How easy was it to follow the methodology? [Drop-down list:
Very easy; Easy; Neither easy nor difficult; Difficult; Very Difficult]

C15 Would you recommend the methodology to others to use? -
[Drop-down list: Yes – Strongly Recommend; Yes –
Recommend; Cannot Decide; No – Not Recommend; No –
Strongly not recommend]

C16 Please give brief reasons for your answers to C14 and C15 -

C17 Approximately how long did it take to develop the thesaurus
(in days)? -

C18 If you have not completed the thesaurus approximately what
percentage of the business has already been covered? -
[Drop-down list: Not applicable; 10%; 20%; 30%; 40%;
50%; 60%; 70%; 80%; 90%]

C19 If your classification mixes functional with other terms (e.g.
subject please give brief details

C20 What was the reaction of the majority of records managers to
the thesaurus? - [Drop-down list: Strongly Liked; Liked;
Neither Liked nor Disliked; Disliked; No – Strongly Disliked]
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Comments -

C21 What was the reaction of the majority of general users to the
thesaurus as a tool to help classify records? – [Drop-down
list: Strongly Liked; Liked; Neither Liked nor Disliked;
Disliked; No – Strongly Disliked]

Comments -

C22 What was the reaction of the majority of general users to the
thesaurus as a tool to help locate and retrieve records? –
[Drop-down list: Strongly Liked; Liked; Neither Liked nor
Disliked; Disliked; No – Strongly Disliked]

Comments -

C23 Is your organisation still using the functional thesaurus? – Yes
No

C24 If your answer to C23 was ‘No’ please give reasons and
describe your current method of classification -

C25 Would you recommend developing or using a functions
thesaurus to other record managers? [Drop-down list: Yes;
No]. Please give reasons for your answer - .

C26 Please add any other comments you wish about functions
thesauri -

Part D: Benefits and disadvantages of functional
classification
A number of benefits of functional classification have been
suggested in the literature. A list of some of these appears in
Appendix A. In answering questions D1 and D2 you can list benefits
by quoting the numbers in the list in that Appendix.

D1 What, if anything, do you consider are the main benefits to
the organisation of functional classification? -

D2 What, if anything, do you consider are the main benefits to
the user of functional classification? -

D3 What, if anything, do you consider to be the main
disadvantages to the organisation of functional
classification? -
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D4 What, if anything, do you consider to be the main
disadvantages to the user of functional classification? -

Part E: Other comments
E1 Why did you decide to use a functional classification system?

–

E2 If you would like to make any other comments about your
experience of functional record classification please write
them below:

Part F: Your Organisation

To help me compare and analyse responses to the questionnaires I
would be grateful if you could provide the following information.

F1 Organisation type: [Drop-down list: Public Sector –
Government; Public Sector – Non Government; Other Not for
Profit; Private Sector; Other]

F2 Number of users of the classification system:
 Records managers -

 General users - [Drop-down list: Fewer than 10; 10-
50; 51-250; 251 – 500; 500-1000; More than 1000]

F3 Country where you are based: - [Drop-down list: Australia;
Canada; New Zealand; United Kingdom; USA; Other]

That is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you very much
for completing it.

Please now mail the completed questionnaire to me at … or post it
to:
Stuart Orr
(I will refund the costs of postage and packing)
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[Appendix A]

Benefits claimed for a functional records classification
(See Section D)

1 ‘Functions tend to be more stable than organisational
structures.’

2 ‘Because records are created as a by-product of business
activities, users find it easy to classify records according to
functions and activities.’

3 ‘Decisions on retention can be based on the relative value of
business functions and will allow a better permanent record of
the organisation to be retained.’

4 ‘Records can be sentenced (i.e. retention decisions taken) at
the point of creation - at a macro level based on what the
business does.’

5 ‘A functional classification can be used to highlight where
shows where records should be created.’

6 ‘When an organisation is restructured or a work is transferred
to another organisation it is normally a function that is
moved. If records are organised functionally it is easier to
transfer them.’

7 ‘It helps avoid duplication of records where functions are
spread across several organisational units.’

8 ‘The evidential and informational value of the record is
increased by linking the record to its business context and
therefore to related records.’

9 ‘It helps in allocating user permissions for access to, or action
on, particular groups of records.’

10 ‘It assists in distributing responsibility for management of
particular sets of records.’

11 ‘It assists in ensuring that records are named in a consistent
manner over time.’

12 ‘It assists in determining security protection and access
appropriate for sets of records’.

13 ‘It assists in distributing records for action’
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